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"The study ofanthropology comprehends all human activities including the healing
art"'
The collection ofartefacts amassed by Sir Henry Solomon Wellcome (1853-1936)
known, since 1913, as his Historical Medical Museum and, since its transfer to the
Science Museum in 1977, as the Wellcome Museum ofthe History of Medicine, has
frequently aroused amazement because ofits enormous size and range. By the early
1930s, Wellcome'scollection was five times larger than that ofthe Louvre and, during
the 1920s, its annual expenditure on acquisitions exceeded that of the British
Museum.2 Despite being known as a historical medical collection, in range it was
almost indefinably wide. At the time ofWellcome's death, it included large quantities
of, for example, weapons, model ships, bales offabric, furniture, porcelain, statuary,
coins and medals, oriental and western antiquities, objets d'art, potsherds, human
remains and "ethnographical" items, in all approximately one million objects.3
This paper is an attempt to place Wellcome's activities in context. His collection
becomes more comprehensible when considered in the light of the prominence
museums were given in archaeology and anthropology from about 1870, and the
* Ghislaine M. Skinner, MB, BS, MSc, Wellcome Museum of the History of Medicine, The Science
Museum, South Kensington, London SW7 2DD.
I HenryWellcome,in GreatBritain, RoyalCommission onnationalmuseumsandgalleries, 'Oralevidence,
memoranda and appendices to thefial report, London, HMSO, 1929, p. 10. Hereinafter Evidence.
2 In 1933, the Louvre held 173,000 items. See 'Le pland'extension et de regroupementm6thodique des
collections du Musee du Louvre', Bulletin des Musees de France, Paris, 1934. Wellcome's collections filled
12,000packing-casesatthetimeofhisdeath in 1936. Therewerealsomanyhundredsoffree-standingitems
and, ifan average ofseventy-five items per case is assumed, the total approaches a million. Expenditure on
UK sale room acquisitions alone had reached £60,000 per annum between 1918 and 1920. See P.
Johnston-Saint, 'A brief resume of the history of the H.M.M. stores and of some of the difficulties
encountered in the development of the museum', 23 February 1943, Wellcome Institute Archives,
Unclassified material. (See note 10below.) The British Museum's grant inaid ofpurchasesandacquisitions
for 1926-7was£25,000. GreatBritain RoyalCommission onNationalMuseumsandGalleries, Interim Report,
London, HMSO, 1928, Appendix II.
3 Numerous accounts stress the diverse nature of the collections in 1936. See, for example,
Johnston-Saint, op. cit., note 2 above; and S. H. Daukes, 'The historical medical museum-its future and
possibilities', Museums J., 1944, 44: 17-21. One typical consignment ofitems, unpacked after Wellcome's
death,included "lamps, leatheritems, militaryequipment, costumes, fabrics,campingequipment, horn and
ivory plaques, musical instruments, silver and plated ware". P. Johnston-Saint, 'H.M.M. Progress Report
for January 1938', p. 2. WF:E2:DW. 'Mixed dates, 1912-58'. (See note 10 below.)
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resultant concept of the "historical" museum. Wellcome's amateur status and
essentially isolated position are not without relevance to the final form that his
museum took. His conception ofa historical medical museum, formed, it seems, in the
1880s, showed no evidence of any modification, through contact with related
professionals or their opinions, for the rest ofhis life. In many ways, it was a version of
the history ofmedicine that could have been arrived at only in the closing decades of
the nineteenth century. Inconceivable before the 1860s and unconvincing to some even
by the time of the museum's reopening in 1926, it was to prove almost
incomprehensible to those responsible for the collection after his death.
The history ofcollecting and ofmuseums remains in its infancy. David Murray and
Alma Wittlin's works, published in 1904 and 1949 respectively, have not been
superseded for reference.4 Institutional histories of national museums exist, but
general historians have made only brief excursions into the nature of collecting even
when it impinges on their main field. Social historians have considered it amongst the
attributes of the seventeenth- and eighteenth-entury virtuosi, whilst historians of
science haveexamined, forexample, accounts ofthe collections ofWilliam Hunter and
James Hutton for insights into their subjects.5 Amongst museum curators themselves,
American workers have, since the early years ofthis century, turned a more critical eye
upon their predecessors and their practices than their British or European
counterparts. Both the bibliographies of "museology" in existence are of American
origin.6 Recently, American workers have established the study of"material culture"
as a university-based discipline whose historical roots are seen to lie in archaeology,
anthropology, folklore and folk life studies, and, latterly, the "social sciences". T. J.
Schlereth's comprehensive, interpretative anthology, Material culture studies in
America, 1876-1976, sadly has no British counterpart that might provide the
background to understanding the activities at the Wellcome Historical Medical
Museum from about 1903 to 1934.7 Even ifthe Museum is accepted at its face value as
a "medical" museum, there is no good general survey detailing the history of such
foundations.8
Henry Wellcome himself awaits a full biography. Short accounts of his life and
works were commissioned by the Wellcome Foundation in 1953 and the Wellcome
4D. Murray, Museums, their history andtheir use, Glasgow, James MacLehose, 1904,3 vols. A. Wittlin,
The musewn. Its history and its tasks in education, London, Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1949. (Revised as:
Museum: in search ofa usablefuture, Cambridge, Mass., MIT Press, 1970.) Two more recent works are
Richard D. Altick, The shows ofLondon, Cambridge, Mass., Harvard University Press, 1978, an exhaustive
coverageofpublicexhibitions in thecapital from 1600 to 1862; and0. Impey andA. McGregor (editors) The
origins ofmuseums, Oxford University Press, 1985, an account ofthe cabinet collections ofEurope to which
the origins of modern museums are customarily traced.
5W.E. Houghton, 'The English virtuoso in the seventeenth century', J. Hist. Ideas, 1942, 3: 51-73,
190-219. C. Helen Brock, 'The happiness of riches', in W. F. Bynum and Roy Porter (editors), William
Hunterandtheeighteenth-century medicalworld, Cambridge University Press, 1985. J. Jones, 'Thegeological
collection of James Hutton', Ann. Sci., 1984, 41: 223-244.
6W. Clifford, Bibliography ofmuseums andmuseology, New York, Metropolitan Museum ofArt, 1922.
R. C. Smith, A bibliography ofmuseums and museum work, Washington, DC, American Association of
Museums, 1928. Murray, op. cit., note 4 above, includes a bibliography of early works.
7 T. J. Schlereth, Material culture studies in America, 1876-1976, Nashville, Tennessee, American
Association for State and Local History, 1982.
8 A thesis was written bythesecond conservator ofthe Wellcome Historical Medical Museum-L.W.G.
Malcolm, 'Medical museums: an historical and bibliographic study', PhD thesis, University ofCambridge,
1933, but this is very patchy in its coverage.
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Trust in 1980.9 The typescript of an unpublished, longer account remains in their
archives, together with miscellaneous correspondence files of Wellcome and his
museum and library staff, museum and library reports, and such documentation as
exists relating to acquisitions.'0 Wellcome's literary output was small. He seldom
committed histhoughtstopaper. "Myplansexistinmymindlikeajig-sawpuzzle,and
gradually I shall beabletopieceittogether", heremarkedmorethanonce.11 Forclues
to his intentions it is necessary to turn to his handwritten comments on museum
reports, or to his occasional public utterances on his collection. Of the museum
records, theintermittentseriesofreports,writtenforWellcomeifhewasabroadbythe
conservator of the day, perhaps provide the closest insight into the mind of this
"curiously lonely" man.12 Often typewritten down only one half of the page, the
reports were returned with Wellcome's urgent, scribbled comments and directions on
theotherhalf, linebyline.Theyrevealjusthowcloselyhecontrolledtheventureandin
particularthewordingofanynotice, advertisement, orotherpublicationrelatingtohis
museum. His somewhat authoritarian approach to management has frequently been
commentedon.13 It allows one to be reasonably certain that, prior to 1936, the layout
ofhis museum, the convictions and the sentiments expressed in the usually unsigned
texts of museum guides and handbooks, reflect his own ideas.
In brief outline, the course ofWellcome's life and career was as follows: Bom in
Almond, Wisconsin, in 1853, he was the second son of small-farming parents. His
father was also a lay preacher, and later acquired a drug store. When Wellcome was
eight years old, the family moved to Garden City, Minnesota, a frontier town still
subject to Sioux raids. After anelementaryeducation, Wellcomeworked in thefamily
drug store, then for the pharmaceutical company, Poole and Geisinger. He attended
9 SirHenry Wellcome, A biographicalmemoir, London, WellcomeFoundation, 1953; and HelenTurner,
Henry Wellcome, the man, his collection and his legacy, London, Heinemann Educational Books for the
WellcomeTrust, 1980. Abiographical accountisincluded inJosephW. England, 'TheWellcomeHistorical
Medical Museum and its founder', Am. J. Pharm. 1928, 100: 746-757; and in The Wellcome Family of
Freeman, Maine, Israel Riggs Bray (1808-1890), Henry Solomon Wellcome (1853-1936), Maine, Phillips,
1939. See also C. M. Wenyon, 'Henry Solomon Wellcome 1853-1936', Obituary Notices ofFellows ofthe
RoyalSociety ofLondon, January 1938, vol. 2, no. 6 pp. 229-238; and Wellcome's obituary in J. R. African
Soc., October 1936, 35, no. 141: 356-367.
10Typescript, A. W. Haggis, 'The life and work ofSir Henry Wellcome'. Wellcome Historical Medical
Museum, 1942. Archivalmaterial relatingtotheMuseum isheldbytheWellcomeInstitutefortheHistoryof
MedicineandtheWellcomeFoundation Ltd,bothat 183EustonRoad, LondonNW1 2BP.Thearchivesare
notyet fullycatalogued and reference numbers ingeneral refer to files rather than singleitems. Theprefixes
W.I: andW.F: denoteWellcomeInstituteandWellcomeFoundationmaterialrespectively,citedbycourtesy
of the Wellcome Trustees and the Wellcome Foundation Ltd.
11 Interview with George Pearson, Wellcome's deputy and general manager, by A.W. Haggis, 12
December 1940, p. 2, W.I: unclassified material, 'H.S. Wellcome, Biographical Material, Correspondence
Reports etc. by A.W.H.'.
2 Sir Henry Dale, Obituary Tribute, The Times, 1 August 1936. "It may be doubted whether anyone
knew him with sufficient intimacy to do more than speculate as to his real feelings and motives", he
continued. Dale headed the Wellcome Physiological Research Laboratories prior to World War I and was
one of the original Wellcome Trustees. He chaired the Trust from 1938-1960.
13 Op. cit., note 11 above, p. 1. See, for example, Pearson's comments. See also a letter written by
Wellcome towards the end ofhis life, to the museum conservator at the time. "I explained to youexplicitly
what I wanted first of all .... Furthermore, I told you that I would personally supervise and direct the
arrangement ofthese exhibits and decide themethods ofdisplay." Quoted inTurner, op. cit., note9above,
p. 55.
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the Chicago College of Pharmacy and subsequently the Philadelphia College of
Pharmacy, graduating from there in 1874. There followed a move to London,
partnershipwith Silas Burroughs (1846-95) in 1880, and business success based on the
introduction oftablettedmedicinesto Britain. After Burroughs' earlydeath, Wellcome
became sole shareholder ofthe company, Burroughs Wellcome & Co. All his business
interests were brought together under the Wellcome Foundation Ltd, formed in 1924.
Wellcome became a naturalized British subject in 1910 and was knighted in 1932.
It isclear that, ifWellcome's talents and education fitted him for a successful career
in thepharmaceutical business, hisconsuming interests layelsewhere. Hiscomfortable
financial circumstances allowed him to pursue in middle life, either at first hand or
throughpaidemployees, subjects inwhich hehad had no formal training, buthad long
had aninterest-archaeology, anthropology, and the historyofmedicine. Onmore than
oneoccasion, Wellcome madepublic reference to "years spent studying" in the British
Museum's Library and collections, but these bore no fruit in terms ofobservational,
methodological, or theoretical contributions to his adopted subjects.'4 He never lost
his amateur status through publication, as did more illustrious predecessors, such as
the banker, Henry Christy (1810-64), or the lawyer, Lewis Henry Morgan (1818-81),
both wealthy men who turned in middle age to similar interests, but both of whom
made considerable contributions to their adopted subjects.'5 The soldier-turned-
archaeologist, A.H.L.F. Pitt-Rivers (1827-1900), is perhaps the most prominent
British example of this phenomenon.
In archaeology and anthropology, amateur, in the sense ofunpaid practice, was the
rule in late-nineteenth-century Britain and a private income usually essential.'6 It was
becoming less usual, however, to embark on archaeological excavation without some
form of instruction. The methods-or rather lack of method-of amateurs
increasingly incurred the wrath of the emergent profession. Attachment to an
established archaeologist had been a course adopted by serious amateurs throughout
the nineteenth century.'7 Wellcome preferred to employ other workers to write up his
archaeological findings. Thisdid notprotecthismethods ofexcavation atJebel Moya,
where he personally supervised, from criticism.'8 The later and more highly respected
14 See, forexample, Evidence, op. cit., note 1, above, p. 104.-"Foryears I spentmuch time in the British
Museum Library and in studying the Museum collections."
15 Christy's major achievement was the discovery of Palaeolithic art, with Edouard Lartet (1801-71).
Glyn Daniel, A hundred andfifty years ofarchaeology, 2nd ed., London, Duckworth, 1975, pp. 95-96.
16 Ontheprofessionalization ofarchaeology, seeibid., 164-166,309-31 1.Thisworkincorporatesauseful
bibliography of the history of archaeology and related studies. Tylor regarded himself as a professional
anthropologist and was appointed to the newly created Readership in Anthropology at Oxford in 1884. In
1896, this became a personal chair. Cambridge did not create a comparable post until 1909 when A. C.
Haddon was made Reader in Ethnology. See J. W. Burrow, Evolution andsociety, Cambridge University
Press, 1966, pp. 234-241.
17 Christy's initial attachment to Lartet had been on this basis. (See note 15 above.) Christy acted as
mentor to the young E. B. Tylor on a collecting trip to Mexico. See Burrow, op. cit., note 16 above,
pp. 242-243.
18 The Jebel Moya findings were eventually published. Frank Addison, Jebel Moya. The Wellcome
Excavations in the Sudan vols. I and II, and, with 0. G. S. Crawford, vol. III, Abu Geili. Frank Addison,
Sagadi and Dar el Mek, Oxford University Press for the Wellcome Trustees, 1949-1951. Some idea ofthe
methods used can be had from 0. G. S. Crawford, Said and done, the autobiography ofan archaeologist,
London, Weidenfeld & Nicolson, 1955, pp. 102. "The work was rendered unnecessarily arduous by
Wellcome's instructions.... Every fragment ... had to be kept .. we were obliged to make a special
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expedition to the Near East in 1932 was mounted jointly with the biblical
archaeologist, Charles Marston, with Wellcome essentially in the role of financial
backer. Henevervisitedthe Lachish siteandexcavationswerestillinprogresswhenhe
died.
Wellcome's only foray into scholarly publication in his adopted subjects seems to
have been a short paper given to the International Congress ofMedicine in 1913 (the
year his historical medical exhibition opened) on an Egyptian bas-relief supposedly
illustrating obstetrical instruments.19 The paper is brief and insubstantial by
contemporary standards and more recentwriters do notconsider that theinstruments
are surgical.20Wellcome himselfexhibited somequalms, sincehehad thepapersentto
the Egyptologist, W.M. Flinders Petrie (1853-1942), for comments.21 Although he
joined many learned societies-the Royal Geographical, the Royal African, the
SocietyofAntiquaries, theRoyalAnthropologicalInstitute-andachievedhighoffice
in some, there is no record that Wellcome presented a paper to any ofthem. He was
undoubtedlycloselyassociated withthe London seientificcommunity laterin life, but
earned hisplacein itthrough business success andphilanthropy, ratherthan scholarly
contribution. His election to the Royal Society was under Statute 12, which provided
for the recommendation by the Council (i.e. not individual sponsors) for election of
"6persons, who ... either have rendered conspicuous service to the cause ofscience or
are such that their election would be of signal benefit to the Society".22
Searching for intellectual influences which might have shaped Wellcome's
conception of a historical medical museum, one must look before 1900, to
anthropology, not medicine. By 1903, his ideas on the content of the museum had
taken shape. They were laid out in a short leaflet appealing for historical items that
compound and pile in it classified and labelled heaps of this useless rubble." More seriously, Crawford
alleges that Wellcome gave no instructions for levels to be takenwhen excavations stopped in 1914. "it was
then toooften forgotten that survey alonemakesadequate recordpossibleand thatwithoutitexcavationis
mere looting and destruction." Crawford spent three days levelling the site himself, p. 105. For more
adulatory accounts ofWellcome'sactivities intheSudan, see R. Kirk, 'SirHenryWellcome andtheSudan',
Sudan NotesandRecords, 1956,37:79-87;andPercy F. Martin, TheSudan inevolution, London,Constable,
1921. Two briefpapers on the Jebel Moya findings were read at the Seventeenth International Congress of
Medicine, London, 1913: M. B. Ray and L. M. Dudley Buxton, 'Some pathological and other conditions
observed among the human remains from aprehistoric Ethiopian cemetery in the southern Sudan, Africa',
XVIIth International Congress ofMedicine, London, 1913, Section XXIII History of Medicine, London,
OxfordUniversityPress, 1914,pp.231-236;andDouglasE. Derry'Somephysicalcharactersofaprehistoric
Sudanese race'. See also R. Mukherjee, C. R. Rao, and J. C. Trevor, The ancient inhabitantsofJebel Moya,
Sudan, Cambridge University Press, 1955.
19 Henry S. Wellcome, 'Graeco-Roman surgical instruments represented in Egyptian sculpture', XVIIth
International Congress ofMedicine, op. cit., note 18 above, pp. 207-209. In addition, Wellcome read a
2000-word account of preliminary work at Jebel Moya to the Archaeological Section of the British
Association for the Advancement ofScience, Dundee, 10 September 1912 (reprinted in Addison, vol 1, op.
cit., note 18 above). Apart from an indication, in the most general terms, ofthe sort ofobjects found, the
account is purely narrative, and concerns thepracticalities ofdealing with the natives, who, "notorious for
their turbulence, expended their energies in hideous, all-night drunken orgies", p. 264. For a complete
bibliography ofWellcome, mainlycomprisingearlycontributions topharmaceuticaljournals, see theentry
by R. C. E. MilliganinD. J.Jeremy(editor)Dictionaryofbusinessbiography, vol. 15, London, Butterworth,
1986.
20 See, for example, P. Ghalioungui, Magic and medical science in ancient Egypt, London, Hodder &
Stoughton, 1963, pp. 101-104 on this bas-relief.
21 Letter, probably C. J. S. Thompson to Flinders Petrie, 29 July 1913, WI:FC:IOB.
22 Statute 12, StatutesoftheRoyalSocietyp. 181;and'SirHenryWellcome, FRS',Nature,1932,129.822.
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year and they did not change, in essence, thereafter.23 Wellcome pursued his
organization of the museum apparently without reference to others in the museum
world. Despite encouragement from Sir Arthur Keith (1866-1955), the Wellcome
Historical Medical Museum never joined the Museums Association although the
Royal College of Surgeons' and Pharmaceutical Society's museums did so.24 Keith,
who wasclosely associated withthe Museum on a formal basis (hegave the address at
the 1926 re-opening) and who, given his professional capacity as curator ofthe Royal
College of Surgeons' Museum and the country's foremost human palaeontologist,
mighthavebeenanaturalconfidantforWellcome,makesitclearinhisautobiography
that he viewed him, not as a colleague, but as a potential benefactor of the
impoverished Anthropological Institute.25
If Wellcome's financial resources allowed him to pursue his hobbies in a grand
manner, they also supported his other major activity-philanthropy. Of his
philanthropic activities, thegreatmajoritywereconnected with scientificventures. He
secured the closest connexions with scientific research that it was possible for a
non-practitioner to have, through his financial and organizational capacity.26 It is
conceivable that he considered himself to be a scientist, depending on the
interpretation put on his remark that William Mayo, father ofthe surgical brothers,
whomhehadmetin Rochester, "hadinsisted that Ifitmyselfforacareerinthefield of
science".27 He took anoptimisticviewoftheimproving nature ofscience and was less
concerned with directly ameliorating the condition ofmankind through the provision
of education, improved living conditions, or rational amusement. It was through
sciencethatmostbenefitwould accrueanditwaswithscientificventuresthat hechose
toassociatehisname,usuallycompulsorily, asacondition ofhisphilanthropy. Inview
of this, it is perhaps surprising at first sight that he chose to devote considerable
resources to the foundation of, as well as research laboratories, a historical museum.
After all, Sir Henry Cole (1808-82), had, in 1857, expressed the hope that museums
would furnish "a powerful alternative to the gin palace", as somewhere that the
working man might take his family for the evening.28 Rational amusement for the
working man, however, was certainly not what Wellcome, forty years later, had in
mind.
23 Historicalexhibition ofrareandcuriousobjectsrelating tomedicine, chemistry,pharmacyandtheallied
sciences, WHMM, [n.d.].
24At Keith's specific request (see Report, Malcolm to Wellcome, WF:E2:DW, 'WHMM,1926'), his
addressatthereopeningofthemuseum wasreprinted in theMusewmsJournal(1926-1927, 26:229-235). An
account of the Museum by the conservator, C. J. S. Thompson, had appeared in 1916. It included
photographs and drew heavily on the text of guide and handbook. C. J. S. Thompson, 'The Wellcome
historical medical museum, London', Museums J., 1915-1916, 15: 349-356.
25 SirArthur Keith, Anautobiography, London, C. A.Watts, 1950, p. 356. According to Charles Singer,
E. H. Starling also regarded Wellcome as a potential source offunds, in this case to endow a Chair ofthe
History of Medicine at University College London. See letter, Singer to Ralph Colp, 22 August 1951,
CMAC:P.P.P/CJS (Contemporary Medical Archives Centre, Wellcome Institute for the History of
Medicine). By courtesy of the Wellcome Trustees.
26Philanthropy and "science" were sometimes rather unhappily combined. At Jebel Moya, Crawford
was once obliged to find work for "no fewer than seven hundred men". Crawford, op. cit., note 22 above,
p. 102.
27 Henry S. Wellcome, 'Celebration of Lister centenary', Surgery, Gynec. Obstet. 1927, 856-858.
28 Cole was specifically referring to evening opening of the South Kensington Museum. Henry Cole,
'Introductory address on thefunctions ofthescienceand artdepartment', 16November 1857, inCole,Fifty
years ofpublic work, London, 1884, vol. 2, p. 293.
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Closer inspection ofthe changes taking place in museums in the nineteenth century
revealsjust why the museum venture may have attracted him. Founded largely in the
eighteenth century, the national and provincial museums ofBritain were, in the early
nineteenth century, in considerable disarray. The Romantics' concern with classical
Greece and Rome had swelled their collections but not their assets. Miller chronicles
the difficulties at the British Museum, and the early issues of the Museums Journal
(founded 1901) contain numerous tales of the state of provincial museums in
mid-century.29 The period was similarly a difficult one for European museums, but it
was also one which saw the beginnings ofprofound change. This changing status of
museums can be clearly associated with archaeological, and later anthropological,
practice, anditisnecessarytodeviateatthispointfromWellcome'sventureinorderto
examine some more general issues within the history ofthese disciplines, particularly
anthropology.
Ofthe twoworkswhich Danielconsiderscrucial to thedevelopment ofarchaeology
in thefirst halfofthenineteenth century, onewasamuseumguide.30 In this, theguide
totheCopenhagenMuseumof1835, C.J. Thomsen(1788-1865)introducedhis Stone,
Bronze and Iron Age classification, based largely on work on the Museum's
collections.31 The importance laid on the systematic arrangement of artefacts by
archaeologists andanthropologists was tolead, bytheendofthecentury, tomuseums
beingviewedinlargepart ascentresforresearchratherthanrelaxation, foredification
ofthespecialist, and inparticular the scientist, ratherthaneducation ofthemasses. In
1854, John Edward Gray (1800-75), in his address to the British Association for the
Advancement ofScienceasPresident ofSection D, haddescribedthetwopurposesfor
which museums were established. "First, the diffusion of instruction and rational
amusement among the mass of the people, and, secondly, to afford the scientific
student every possible means ofexamining and studying the specimens ofwhich the
museum consists."32 By 1893, in Sir William Flower's presidential address to the
five-year-old Museums Association, the "first duty" of museums had become
"withoutquestion topreservethematerialsuponwhichthehistoryofmankindandthe
knowledge ofscience is based".33 By 1904, in Henry Balfour's presidential address to
the Anthropological Institute, museums were to be the "laboratories of
anthropologists".34 What is striking here is not only the changing perception of the
role of museums-they were to be centres of scientific research rather than public
edification-but also the extent to which they were to deal with the "history of
mankind". Balfour (1863-1939), curator ofPitt-Rivers' collections, housed at Oxford
University from 1883, might perhaps be expected to stress this role, but Flower
29 E. Miller, Thatnoblecabinet,London,Deutsch, 1973.TheElginmarbles,acquiredin 1816,werekeptin
a "temporary shed" until 1831, p. 107.
30 Daniel, op. cit., note 15 above, p. 45. The other was J. J. A. Worsaae, The primeval antiquities of
Denmark, translated by W. J. Thoms, London, 1849.
31 Christian Jurgensen Thomsen, Ledetraad til Nordisk Oldkyndighed, Copenhagen, 1836. An English
translation by Lord Ellesmere appeared in 1848 entitled A guide to northern antiquities.
32 Quoted in SirWilliam Flower, presidential address to the Museums Association, reprinted in Nature,
1893, 48: 234-235.
33 Ibid., p. 234.
34 Henry Balfour, 'Therelationshipofmuseums to thestudyofanthropology', J. Anthrop. Inst., 1904,34:
19.
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(1831-99), first Director of the Natural History Museum, was addressing curators
from all types ofmuseum, and still felt able to prescribe "history" and "mankind" as
the prime concerns for all. By the end ofthe nineteenth century, a "museum" implied
an exposition of developmental history, rather than a cabinet of curiosities.35
The scientific study of the history of mankind was, of course, precisely the goal
which, afterthepublication ofDarwin's theory ofevolution and Spencer's advocacy of
a "science of society", the evolutionist founding fathers of anthropology set
themselves. "Anthropology began as the science ofhistory" and grew fromnothing to
maturity in the decades 186090.36 Workers such as E. B. Tylor (1832-1917) and L. H.
Morgan sought nothing less than a universal "scientific" history of man in all his
aspects (or, as this totality came to be known, "culture"). This they perceived as an
essentially regular progression, through various stages of "civilization" as man
transcended, by means of his rationality and inventiveness, enslavement to his basic
animal needs. The process was universal, and law-like, and for the evolutionist school,
unchallenged until the 1890s, anthropological enquiry consisted ofthe reconstruction
ofthis sequential progress. Preoccupied as they were with origins, they acknowledged
their debt to archaeologists, both for the concept ofprehistory and for the methods
used to reconstructit. AsLowie says, "prehistoryprovedevolution ... nowonderthat
ethnographers leaned heavily on the staffofarchaeology".37 Archaeological evidence
alone, however, was awkwardly silent on aspects ofculture to which the evolutionists
attached great importance, such as belief systems. Their conception of the essential
psychic unity ofmankind, and in consequence the generally regular nature ofman's
progression through various stages of civilization-in Morgan's scheme, from
savagery through barbarism to civilization-made possible its reconstruction "largely
by means of a special and much debated procedure known as the comparative
method", usingwhich"alltheorists ofthelatterhalfofthe 19thcenturyproposedtofill
thegapsintheavailable knowledgeofuniversalhistory".38Theoriginsofthismethod,
whereby contemporary "primitives" were taken to representearlier, prehistoric stages
ofdevelopment, have been variouslyattributed.39 Enlightenment theories ofprogress,
35 On historical representation "in the broadest sense", see Stephen Bann, The clothing of Clio,
Cambridge University Press, 1984, especiallych. 5 'Poetics oftheMuseum: Lenoirand Du Sommerard', pp.
77-92.
36 Marvin Harris, The riseofanthropological theory, New York, ThomasY. Cromwell, 1986, p. 1. Earlier
general histories ofanthropology are: A. C. Haddon, History ofanthropology, London, Watts, 1910; T. K.
Penniman, A hundredyears ofanthropology, London, Duckworth, 1935; and R. H. Lowie, The history of
ethnological theory, NewYork, Holt, Rinehart &Winston, 1937. Harris,writing from a Marxistviewpoint,
pays particular attention to the evolutionist school. A more recent reappraisal is to be found in Fred. W.
Voget, A historyofethnology,NewYork, Holt, Rinehart&Winston, 1975. Burrow, op.cit.,note 16above,is
still unsurpassed on the influence ofevolutionary thought on Victorian social theory. It includes a useful
bibliography as does the introductory text, D. R. Oldroyd, Darwinian impacts, Milton Keynes, Open
University Press, 1980. Moreextensive bibliographical notesarecontainedinGeorgeW. Stockingjun., 'The
history of anthropology: where, whence, whither?', J. Hist. Behav. Sci., 1966, 2: 281-290. Most
comprehensive is Robert V. Kemper and John F. S. Phinney, The history ofanthropology. A research
bibliography, New York and London, Garland Publishing, 1977.
37 Lowie, op. cit., note 36 above, p. 32.
38 Harris, op. cit., note 36 above, p. 150.
39 On the origins ofthe comparative method, see Burrow, op. cit., note 16 above, pp. 11-13; Harris, op.
cit., note 36 above, pp. 151-153; Lowie, op. cit., note 36 above, pp. 19-29.
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biology, eighteenth-century linguistics, and nineteenth-century geology have all been
citedassources,thelastclearlyacknowledgedbyLubbockwhenheremarkedthat"the
van Diemaner and South American are to the antiquary what the opossum and the
sloth are to thegeologist".40 Wherever the origins ofthe method lay, its use became a
sine qua non of the evolutionary anthropologists. A corollary of the comparative
methodwasthesearchfor"survivals". DefinedbyTylorin 1871 inPrimitivecultureas
"processes, customs, opinions and so forth, which have beencarried by force ofhabit
into a new society ... and ... thus remain as proofs and examples of an older
condition of culture out of which a newer has evolved", survivals provided the
rationale forthestudies ofthefolklorists who, togetherwithphysicalanthropologists,
were to dominate British anthropology in the late nineteenth century.4' The shared
goalsandmethodsoffolkloristsandevolutionistanthropologistswererevealedinsuch
titles as "Folklore as an historical science" by G. L. Gomme (1853 1916).42
Survivals were invaluable to those who sought a "scientific" reconstruction ofthe
past, peeling back "layer after layer of the psyqho-historic strata in man's progress
until the very bedrock ofman's intellectual beginnings had been reached".43 In a way
that reveals their ever-present debt to the disciplines of archaeology and geology,
anthropologists drew frequent analogies between survivals and material remains.
Morgan,applyingthedoctrineofsurvivalstoproblemsofdescent,referredto"relics",
"traces", "outcrops", and "remains".44 Another frequent analogy derived from
biology. Survivals were often equated with rudimentary organs.45 Indeed, the
interchangeable nature of "thoughts" and "things" is a striking feature of the
evolutionist school. "Defining the essential process of reality in terms of thought",
Tylor, Morgan, and other "psychogenic evolutionists" as Voget consequently calls
them, looked to "institutions, inventions and discoveries" to reveal thementalhistory
ofthehumanrace.46TheywoulddoubtlesshaveagreedwithThoreau,forwhomaflint
arrowhead had been "but a fossil thought".47 This concept became very widely
accepted-"the work of primitive hands is but the tangible expression of primitive
thought", read the handbook to the British Museum's ethnographic collections, first
published in 1910.48
From amongst the evolutionist school, the name most closely associated with
reconstructingthehistoryofmankindthroughhisartefactsis,ofcourse,Pitt-Rivers.49
40JohnLubbock, Primitive times, asillustratedbyancientremainsandthemannersandcustomsofmodern
savages, London, Williams & Norgate, 1865, p. 416, quoted by Harris, op. cit., note 36 above, p. 152.
4r E. B. Tylor, Primitiveculture, London, JohnMurray, 1871,p. 16. Awholevolumehasbeendevoted to
the history ofthe concept ofsurvivals: M. T. Hodgen, The doctrine ofsurvivals, London, Allenson, 1936.
42G. L. Gomme, Folklore as an historical science, London, Methuen, 1908.
43 Fred, W. Voget, 'Man and culture: an essay in changing anthropological interpretation', in Regna
Damell (editor), Readings in the history ofanthropology, New York, Harper & Row, 1974, pp. 343-383.
44 Harris, op. cit., note 36 above, p. 165.
4S Ibid.
46 Voget, op. cit., note 43 above, p. 347.
47 HenryDavidThoreau,Journals(editedbyBradfordTorreyand Francis H. Allen), NewYork, Dover,
1962, 28 March 1859 quoted in Schlereth, op. cit., note 7 above, p. xvi.
48 British Museum Handbook to the ethnographical collections, Oxford University Press, 1910, p. 43.
49 For a short biography of Pitt-Rivers, see M. W. Thompson, General Pitt-Rivers. Evolution and
archaeology in the nineteenth century, Bradford-on-Avon, Moonraker Press, 1977. See also Harold St
George Gray, A memoir of Lieut-General Pitt-Rivers, first published in the index to Excavations on
Cranbourne Chase, privately printed, 1905, recently re-issued in facsimile by the Pitt Rivers Museum,
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This professional soldierturned archaeologist andanthropologist devotedmuch ofhis
inherited wealth and estates to his adopted disciplines and has been seen as
instrumental in creatingmodem archaeological method.50Hisanthropological theory
waslessinnovative, buthismajorcontribution, drawingheavily onbiological analogy,
was to make full use ofthe concept ofthe interchangeable nature ofthoughtprocesses
andartefacts. "Human ideas asrepresented bythevarious products ofhumanindustry
are capable ofclassification into genera, species and varieties, in the same manner as
theproducts ofthe vegetable and animal kingdoms, andin their development from the
homogenous to theheterogenous they obey the same laws. If, therefore, wecan obtain
a sufficient number ofobjects to represent the succession ofideas, it will be found that
they are capable of being arranged in Museums upon a similar plan."5' This
Darwinian conception ofthe evolution ofman's material culture by minute changes
(with "utility" substituted for natural selection) was ideally suited to reconstructing
and representing the progressive "psychogenic" history of mankind, if the
comparative method was used. "The existing races, in their respective stages of
progression, may be taken as the bona fide representatives of the races of
antiquity ... whose implements, resembling, with but little difference, their own, are
now found low down in the soil."'52 Pitt-Rivers' efforts in constructing huge
"typological" object sequences were cited with approval byTylor and theevolutionist
school.53 Eventhose "mentalists", suchasJames Frazer(1854-1941)and R. R. Marett
(1866-1943), whose personal interests lay totally in the realm of the mind,
acknowledged the importance of the study of material culture in the grand
reconstructive scheme. Museumcollections were formed as integral parts ofuniversity
departments of anthropology, often jointly administered with archaeologists. Pitt-
Rivers' own collection was accepted by Oxford University in 1884.54
A historical account of the development of culture also made possible the
rearrangement ofexistingcollections ofantiquities-itemscollectedoriginally because
they were very old, and ethnographic objects, collected because they were very
"foreign" or curious, into a coherent reconstruction of the past in museums not
directly related to centres of archaeological or anthropological research. Museum
curators, following the example of librarians, had formed a professional
Oxford, [n.d.]; and the introduction to Beatrice Blackwood, The classification ofartefacts in the Pitt Rivers
Museum, Oxford, Oxford University Press, 1970. As these titlesindicate, there is no consensus on the useof
the hyphen. Pitt Riversdid not use it, though his descendants have. The Museum does not, butThompson
considers it is now "normal" to do so. I have therefore used it in the text.
50 Daniel, op. cit., note 15 above, pp. 169-174.
51 Augustus Pitt-Rivers, 'The principles ofclassification', in J. L. Myres (editor), Augustus Pitt-Rivers.
The evolution of culture and other essays, Oxford, Clarendon Press, 1906, p. 18.
52Ibid.
53Tylor, op. cit., note 41 above, pp. 64-65.
54Blackwood, op. cit., note 49 above, p. 11. On the early history of ethnographical collections at
Cambridge and their intimate relationship with archaeological material, see the small but informative V.
Ebinand D. A. Swallow, Theproperstudyofmankind. . .,Cambridge University Museum ofAnthropology
and Archaeology, 1984, pp. 10, 11. For an account of the role of museums in the development of
anthropology in Britain, see D. K. van Keuren, Human science in Victorian Britain: anthropology in
institutional and disciplinary formation 1863-1908, (University of Pennsylvania PhD), University
Microfilms, 1983, ch. 3; and ofmaterial culture studies inanthropology, George W. Stockingjun. (editor),
Objects and others, Madison, University of Wisconsin Press, 1985.
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organization-the Museums Association-in 1888." They were soon urged, through
itschannels, tousetheevolutionistaccountwhichpromisedtobreathenewlifeinto, or
at least blow the dust off, their collections of curiosities. No longer, said Henry
Balfour, would "the familiar 'cannibal club from the South Seas' languish against its
neighbour, as likely as not a stuffed 'Egyptian ibis'" or "the label drop from 'the
authentic Dagger which killed Captain Cook' henceforth to adorn the back of the
unsuspecting 'Turtle from the West Indies' below". Norwould the museum become a
"mere scrap-heap of 'curios', a burden and then an eyesore, handed over to a
committee a' discretion ofmoths, beetles, dust and damp".56 These words come from
his presidential address to the Anthropological Institute in 1904. "One must pay a
well-deserved tribute to that excellent organization, the Museums Association", he
continued, "which ... hasalreadydonemuchtowardspromotingahealthyactivityin
the Museum world and towards shaming out of existence any retrogressive
tendencies".57 The links between the museum world and the archaeologists and
anthropologists who had provided itwith a new mandate were never stronger than at
the turn of the nineteenth century. Balfour himself was Tylor's successor at the
Pitt-Rivers MuseumandPresidentoftheMuseumsAssociationin 1909.58Proceedings
of the Association, and early issues of its journal, published from 1901, show a
preoccupation with both archaeological and ethnographical material and with the
methods of the evolutionist anthropologists. Repeated pleas were made for the
exhibition ofprehistoric material in close conjunction with ethnographic and for the
use ofPitt-Rivers' "typological" arrangements in place ofthe geographical grouping
ofethnographic objects commonly employed.59 It was often agreed that Pitt-Rivers'
arrangement was more "scientific" and, when not adhered to, this was said to be
because of insufficient material or inadequate accommodation.60
Museumshadbecomeplaceswherethescienceofhistorywaspractisedanditisclear
thatWellcome regarded themuseum venture asfurthering scientificknowledgejustas
much as his physiological and chemical research laboratories (founded in 1894 and
1896 respectively). The historical medical museum was always listed together with his
laboratories and he intended it to be housed with them as part of the Welicome
Research Institution opened in 1931 (plate 6).61 Frequent mention was made of its
"strictly scientific" nature, and this was not only in published material, where the
museum was at pains to contradict any suggestion of it "advertising" for the drug
55 MuseumsAssociation, 'ReportofProceedings, FirstAnnualGeneralMeeting, Liverpool, June 17-19,
1890, together with a short account of the formation of the association'. The Yorkshire Philosophical
Society was instrumental in the foundation of the new association.
56 Balfour, op. cit., note 34 above, p. 13.
57 Ibid.
58 Blackwood, op. cit., note 49 above, p. 11.
59 See, forexample, H. I. Smith, 'Theethnological arrangement ofarchaeological material', Proc. Mus.
Assoc., 1898: 143-149; H. S. Harrison, 'Notes on one kind of museum', Museums J., 1911-12, 11:
315-319-the kind of museum referred to is a "museum ofevolution".
60 On the feasibility and benefits of adopting Pitt-Rivers' scheme, see Henry Balfour, 'Notes on the
arrangement of the Pitt-Rivers Museum', Proc. Mus. Assoc., 1897, 51-54; F. W. Rudler, 'On the
arrangement of ethnographical collections', ibid., 52-61, and the ensuing discussion of both papers,
pp. 61-62.
61 See The Wellcome Research Institution andtheaffiliatedresearch laboratoriesandmuseumsfoundedby
Henry S. Wellcome, London, Wellcome Foundation, 1932.
62 This had been a recurring problem. See Johnston-Saint, op. cit., note 2 above.
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company.62 In 1926, the curator was assuring Wellcome that "no effort is being spared
to bring theWellcome Historical Medical Museum into line with, or even ahead of, the
scientific institutions in London".63
In transforming their museums from what were essentially cabinets of curiosities
into historical accounts of man in all his aspects, curators were satisfying a growing
public curiosity. Throughout the decades when anthropologists were establishingtheir
academic discipline, prehistory and man's origins had captured the public
imagination. These were, of course, Wellcome's formative years. In Britain, Daniel
considers The antiquity ofman, Nineveh and its remains, Lubbock's Prehistoric times,
and the Descent of man as crucial to this popularization.64 The Society for the
Protection ofAncient Buildings was founded in 1877, the Folklore Society in 1878.65
The fascination exerted by "dumb relics" ofprehistory is stressed by both Daniel and
Burrow.66 Certainly exhibitions of "relics" such as the giant fossils exhibited in
America and Britain throughout the nineteenth century pulled large crowds.67 The
Great Exhibition of 1851 showed a collection ofprehistoric tools, and Henry Christy
attributed his subsequent interest in archaeology to seeing these.68 The work of
Heinrich Schliemann (1822-90) at Troy and Sir Arthur Evans (1851-1941) at Knossos
was followed with avid concern by the British public.69 From 1917 to 1919, lectures by
Arthur Keith on the origins of the British races were to form the basis of a popular
column in the Evening Standard.70 Itcomes as no surprise to find thatWellcome dated
his own interest in what he usually referred to as "the great past" to an occasionwhen,
at the age of four, he was shown a "relic"-in this case a sharpened flint-by his
father.7' Brought up in the American mid-west, he was exposed, ofcourse, to more
thandumbrelicsof"primitive" cultures. Ithasbeensuggested thatWellcome'scontact
with the American Indian stimulated his interest in the history ofman.72This seems to
have been the case for several of his more eminent predecessors, notably L. H.
Morgan-one of "a long line of Indianophiles stretching back to Bartolome de las
Casas".73 Wellcome maintained, throughout his life, a charitable involvement with
Father William Duncan's Christian settlements for Tsimshean Indians, known as
Metlakahtla and New Metlakahtla, in Alaska. A "humanitarian mission" connected
with this cause prevented him from attending the 1926 reopening of the Historical
Medical Museum. Wellcome eulogized Duncan's work in The story ofMetlakahtla,
63 Letter from Malcolm to Wellcome, 6 July 1926, p. 5. W.F:E2:DW. 'WHMM, 1926'.
64 Daniel, op. cit., note 15 above, pp. 32-33.
65 See A. D. Saunders, 'Acentury ofancient monuments legislation 1882-1982', AntiquariesJ., 1983, 63:
11-33; and Hodgen, op. cit., note 41 above, p. 68.
66 Burrow, op. cit., note 16 above, p. 117; Daniel, op. cit., note 15 above, p. 116.
67 See Altick, op. cit., note 4 above, pp. 288-289, on these attractions.
68 Burrow, op.cit., note 16above, p. 242; andThompson, op. cit.,note49above,p.21. Curiously, Daniel
states that "The Great Exhibition of 1851 contained no prehistory", op. cit., note 15 above p. 115.
69 Ibid., pp. 138, 140, 191-192.
70 Keith, op. cit., note 25 above, p. 401.
71 See Evidence, op. cit., note 1 above, p. 105.
72 See, Turner, op. cit., note 9 above, pp. 23-24, for example.
73 Harris, op. cit., note 36 above, p. 139. Morgan published League ofthe Iroquois in 1851, "largely for
humanitarian reasons". Tylor, speaking in Montreal, was ofthe opinion that "Here in America one ofthe
great problems ofrace and civilization comes into closer view than in Europe ... we can still study among
the settled Iroquois the type of a race lately in the Stone Age". Edward B. Tylor, 'American aspects of
anthropology', in Darnell (editor) op. cit., note 43 above, p. 218.
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whichhepublished privatelyin 1887, devotingtheproceeds totheIndiansettlement.74
In chapterV ofthe book, entitled 'The savage', establishing theprimitive character of
the Indians, he quotes Tylor at length and, briefly, Lubbock and others.75 Wellcome
indulged hisinterestin"thegreatpast" bycollectingantiquities andcuriosthroughout
hisadultlife.76 In 1903, hebeganinearnesttocollectmaterialfora"historicalmedical
exhibition". In circulars to representatives ofBurroughs Wellcome, to medical men,
and to missionaries he announced his intention ofholding an exhibition inconnexion
with the history of medicine, with the object of "stimulating the study of the great
past". Onecircularindicatedthattheexhibitionwouldbetomarkthetwenty-fifthyear
of trading by Burroughs Wellcome (1904), another that its prime purpose was to
retrieve potentially useful ancient medicaments, a third that it would concentrate,
rathercuriously, on "anything which has been used forthepurposes offraud ... such
asfalseweightsandmeasures....."77However,theseearlyrolesfortheexhibitionwere
soon lost sight of, ifindeed they had ever seriously existed. The venture had begun to
assume a rather different and grandercharacter by the time anexhibition did open in
1913. Some indication ofwhat thiswas to beis to be had from the Museum records of
the intervening decade ofmostintensiveacquisition. Itisclearthattheprimefunction
ofthe curator, C. J. S. Thompson (1862-1943), whomWellcomeemployed in various
capacities from 1896, was tocollect. Thompson's reportsdetail anunceasing roundof
visitstodealers,auctionhouses,privatevendors,museums,andlibrariesinBritainand
abroad. By 1909, many thousands ofitems had been acquired.78 Wellcome keptclose
controloverthecollecting, markingupsalecataloguesanddecidingpurchasingprices.
Hewas undoubtedly aware thatjob lots were often purchased, sometimes containing
largenumbersofapparentlyidentical objects,paintings,andobjetsd'artofdoubtfulor
absent provenance, ethnographic material ofany kind, and more sophisticated items
lacking any apparent connexion with the history ofmedicine.79
74 Henry S. Wellcome ThestoryofMetlakahtla, London, Saxon, 1887. On theunusual Christian Indian
societies established by Duncan see Jean Usher, William Duncan of Metlakahtla, Ottawa, National
Museums ofCanada, 1974; and PeterMurray, ThedevilandMrDuncan. A historyofthe two Metlakahtlas,
Victoria, B.C., Sono Nis Press, 1985.
75 Wellcome, op. cit., note 74 above, pp. 151-153, 149.
76 Evidence, op. cit., note I above, p. 106.
77 Op. cit., note 23 above. See also Historical exhibition ofrare andcurious objects relating to medicine,
chemistry,pharmacyandthealliedsciences tobeheldinLondonshortly, [n.d. probably 1903-4],and alonger
pamphletwith the sametitle, [n.d. butprobably between 1906and 1910]; and HistoricalMedicalExhibition,
London, 1913 advance notice, [n.d. probably c. 1911]. All WI:FC.9a 'WHMM Notices and circulars 1913
exhibition'.
78 See, forexample, Report, Thompson to Wellcome, 5 January 1909, WI:FC:9a, in whichThompson is
asking for assistance with surgical instruments, "ofwhich there are already several thousand". Thompson
began to collect specifically for the Museum in 1903, whilst nominally "Librarian". His official title was
changed to "Curator" in 1913.
79 Collections ofsale catalogues marked up by Wellcome exist in the Wellcome Institute Archives. All
eleven ofthemajor auction houses then operating in London were regularlypatronized. Assumptions that
Wellcome inadvertently acquired large amounts of unwanted material through the sharp practices of
auctioneers, or the unselective nature of the collecting, are not necessarily correct. See, for example, the
catalogue for a sale at Stevens in 1928. The Museum was bidding, on Wellcome's instructions, for Lot 303
(eight pairs ofComets forceps) and, eight lots later, for Lot 311 (eighteenpairs ofComets forceps). For an
instance ofthe Museum refusing material, in this case natural history specimens, see Report, Malcolm to
Wellcome, 5 October 1926, WF:E2:DW 'mixeddates, 1912-58'. There areindications throughout Museum
reports that Wellcome knew what was being acquired, that he closely directed acquisition, and that the
enormous (but not limitless) diversity of items was certainly intentional.
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In 1913, the collection was appointed the official museum to the Seventeenth
International Congress ofMedicine, held in London. The Royal College ofSurgeons'
Museum had been approached initially but was unable to mount an exhibition since
their resources were committed elsewhere.80 Wellcome's 1913 exhibition re-opened in
its Wigmore Street premises in 1914, and from then onwards was known as the
Wellcome Historical Medical Museum. A fairly detailed account ofthe aims of the
museum can be had from the guides and handbooks published intermittently from
1913.81
II
In view ofthepervasive influence ofanthropology on museums, it is perhaps not so
surprisingtodiscoverthatthishistoricalmedicalmuseumwastobenothingotherthan
a "scientific" reconstruction ofthe development ofacultural activity, bymeans ofthe
search for origins, that was the goal ofevolutionist anthropologists. It is strikingjust
how closely the Museum mirrored the preconceptions and the preoccupations ofthe
nineteenth-century evolutionists. "One of the central aims of this Museum is to
connectthelinksinthechainofhumanexperiencewhichstretchbackfromthepresent
timeintotheprehistoricperiodoftheearlyages." (Later, "themostremoteagesofthe
great past".) ". . . Efforts will be made to trace the genesis ofmany branches ofthe
healing art. . . .82 Information was to be sought in "folklore", "items of curious
medical lore", "early traditions", and "quaintcustoms"-in otherwords, survivals.83
Origins were to be soughtmostdirectly, however, inethnographicmaterial, which, by
1926, accounted for almost three-quarters of the collection. The Hall of Primitive
Medicine (plate 1) had, since 1914, occupied almost a quarter ofthe main floor ofthe
Museum.84Theexhibition handbookof1913hadhadverylittleintroductorytext. The
handbook to the Museum, first published in 1914, provided in this and the 1920
edition, 1,000-word introductions only to the two parts of the Hall of Primitive
Medicine. In these, clear statements ofthe comparative method are to be found. In
1920: "in many ofthe practices and customs common among primitive races today in
the treatment ofdisease we find a reflection ofwhat medicine must have been in very
earlytimesinEurope".85And,in 1927: "thepracticeofthehealingartmaybetracedin
part from prehistoric days, and a reconstruction can be attempted by a study of
primitive and folk medicine .... Light can also be thrown on many obscure practices
by a study of primitive and folk medicine."86 The second section of the Hall of
80 See Musewns J., 1912-1913, 12: 255.
81 For Wellcome's decision to re-name the exhibition, see memo from Thompson to Linstead, 17 July
1912. WI:FC.9b 'B. W. & Co, London, 1903-1912'. The Museum guides and handbooks comprise:
Handbook of the Historical Medical Museum organised by Henry S. Wellcome. (XVIIth International
Congress ofMedicine), London, Wellcome Historical Medical Museum, 1913. Handbook to the Wellcome
Historical Medical Museum, London, [WHMM], 1914 (also later editions, 1920, 1927.) Guide to the
Wellcome Historical Medical Museum. London, [WHMM], 1927.
82 Guide (1927) p. 14; Handbook (1927), pp. 6-7.
83Op. cit., (1906-10), note 77 above, p. 1.
84 See the "general plan" of the Wellcome Historical Medical Museum included in all editions of the
Guide and Handbook from 1916. 85 Handbook (1920), p. 6.
86 Guide (1927), p. 6.
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Primitive Medicine dealt with "amulets, charms and talismans employed in folk
medicine in various parts ofthe world", which weredescribed as "closely allied to the
objects related to the healing art amongprimitive peoples".87 "The use ofamulets has
been common among all races from the earliest times, and has survived to the present
day. This beliefin the occult effect ofcertain objects exhibits the lower stages ofthe
human mind in seeking for principles ofnatural action, and is found not only among
themostbarbarictribes, butalsoamongthehighestcivilisedpeoplesoftoday."88 Here
were displayed not only charms and amulets from ancient and primitive societies, but
"the 'mascots' carried by credulous persons at the present day".89
In 1926, C. J. S. Thompson was replaced by L. W. G. Malcolm (1888-1946) as
conservator. Overtly, Wellcome maintained that Thompson had infringed certain
restrictions onpublication. It ispossible, however, thatWellcome's realdiscontent lay
in the fact that, although many thousands ofobjects had been acquired, the Museum
was not developing along the lines he was to describe so clearly to the Royal
Commission on Museums and Galleries two years later. Always insistent that the
Museum was "scientific" andwas to become acentre for "research", hemay have felt
that Thompson, who, by his own admission, cultivated ajournalistic style, and who
appears to have continued to work as a freelance writer, was not the man for this
task.90 Thompson had, since 1899, written numerous articles and books on various
aspects ofmedical history, with such titles as Poison mysteries in history, romance and
crime, anditisdifficult toimaginethatWellcome wasunawareofthis.91 Malcolm, the
new conservator, had more attractive credentials-a master's degree in anthropology
fromCambridgewherehehadbeenapupilofA.C. Haddon(1855-1940)andW. H. R.
Rivers (1864-1922), and a previous position as curator in change ofArchaeology and
Ethnography at the Bristol Museum.92 "In future", instructed Wellcome, "the
Museumis to be run on strictly scientificlines."93 "We haveoften discussed thepolicy
ofthis Museum and I have always been on 'all fours' with your ideas regarding the
arrangement of the objects showing the evolutionary development of each series",
wrote Malcolm.94 He then drew up a staff list. "The Wellcome Historical Medical
Museum will have definite sections, each ofwhich will be dealt with by a responsible
87 Handbook (1920), p. 9.
88 Ibid.
89 Ibid.
90 Forbiographical detailsofThompson, orginally trained asapharmacist, seehisobituarynoticesinthe
Br. med. J., 1943, ii: 153; and Lancet, 1943, ii: 108-109; and Leslie G. Matthews, 'C. J. S. Thompson
memorabilia', Pharm. J., 1979, 223: 658-659. His aspirations were towards journalism. See Report,
Thompson to Wellcome 4 February 1907, WI:FC:9A. In 1914, for example, he was offering articles on
Nietzsche and Bernoulli to the Morning Post (see WI:FC:lOb). In 1927, he succeeded Alban Doran as
honorary curator oftheRoyal College ofSurgeons historical collections, through the offices ofSir Arthur
Keith. The Fellows appreciated his talents, as evidenced by the small collection of Thompson letters
deposited with the Royal Pharmaceutical Society.
91 C. J. S. Thompson, Poison mysteries in history, romance and crime, London, Scientific Press, 1923.
92 For biographical details of Malcolm, see his obituary notice, Museums J., 1946, 46: 174, and his
curriculum vitaeinapplicationpaperstotheLondonCountyCouncil forthepostsof"organiserofmuseum
activities", and Director ofthe Horniman Museum, S.O. 183, 27 May 1935, Enclosure 116 and S.O. 124, 5
July 1937, Enclosure 185. Education (General Purposes Sub-) Committee, Greater London Record Office.
He was successful in both these applications.
93 Letter, Wellcome to Malcolm, WF:E2:DW 'WHMM 1926'
94 Letter, Malcolm to Wellcome, 6 July 1926, WF:E2:DW. 'WHMM 1926'.
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assistant." The sections requiring full-time assistants were to be: Prehistoric
archaeology, Classical archaeology, Antiquities, Folklore, Ethnology, and Racial
Development with Physical Anthropology.95 Scientifically-trained staff were
appointed in 1928-four anthropologists, a Near Eastern, a classical and a prehistoric
archaeologist.96
It is clear from Malcolm's staff requirements that he considered the history of
medicine as subsumed into the universal history which was anthropology. That this
was also Wellcome's view had been apparent in the Museum's treatment since the
earliest days. The printed material from the 1903 circular onwards-the exhibition
guide of 1913 and the subsequent editions ofthe Museum guide and the handbook of
1927 do not indicate a major change ofapproach on Malcolm's appointment in 1925,
althoughWellcome was sufficiently dissatisfied with the layout oftheMuseumto close
it for six months in order that Malcolm might make a "complete rearrangement".97
This rearrangement, however, was largely in the detailed layout. The main
organizational features remained very much as Wellcome had first planned them
before 1913. In the Wigmore Street building, three major named areas-a Hall of
Primitive Medicine (plate 1), a Hall ofStatuary (plate 2), and a Picture Gallery (plate
3)-occupied most of the "first" floor-actually at street level. Smaller areas,
identified only asvestibules, corridors, and the like in the guidebooks, and the ground
(actually basement) floor were occupied by groupings of one type ofobject, such as
drugjars, surgicalinstruments, ormedicinechests(plate4). Reconstructedpharmacies
and other room settings were also placed in the basement. The major emphasis was
firmly on primitive culture, and representational art. The large Hall of Primitive
Medicine formed an obligatory introduction to the Museum. It was not possible to
enter any other part, or the lower floor, without crossing it. Other than this there was
no attempt at an overall chronological sequence in the Museum, or at grouping
different kinds ofobject ofthe same period together. Within the groupings ofsimilar
types of object, however, sequence was of paramount importance. Surgical
instruments, forexample,displayedatvariouslocationsintheMuseum,werearranged
in sequences ofsingle types-the trepan (plate 4a), the speculum, the dental forceps,
and so on. "Asfaraspossibletheschemeisevolutionary andtheseriesaresoarranged
that thehistory ofeachinstrumentmaybe studiedsepartely."98 "Theevolution ofthe
lancet" (plate 4b) showed the finger-nail, the shell, and sharpened flint as the earliest
forms. A section on medicines dealt first with animal medicine, including materia
medica used by the animal creation, followed by objects associated with the art of
healing in Morgan's stages ofsociety-savage, barbaric, and other primitive peoples,
and early civilizations. A display ofweaponry began with animal tusks and ended in
the repeat firing musket. Similar hypothetical sequences dealt with, for example, the
evolution ofthe surgical knife, the stethoscope, the toothbrush, the enema, and, later,
"the evolution of the gas mask".99 Wherever possible, the earliest examples in each
95 Report by Malcolm 'Wellcome Historical Medical Museum', 1928. WI:FC.l lb 'WHMM & WHML'.
96 Personal communication, H. J. M. Symons, Wellcome Institute Library.
97'Wellcome Historical Medical Museum, Notice of closure. Temporarily closed for alteration and
reorganization' states that the Museum will remain closed from 1 December 1925 to 31 May 1926.
WI:FC.8c. 'WHMM. Printing Specimens, 1913-1946'.
98 Guide (1927), p. 14.
H Handbook (1927), p. 63.
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sequencewerepartsofthebodyandthennaturalobjects. Tocompletethelaterpartsof
surgical instrument sequences, Malcolm removed hundreds of single items from
eighteenth- and nineteenth-century boxed instrument sets.100
Wellcome was obliged to be abroad during most of 1926 and 1927 when Malcolm
was reorganizingthe Museum andmountinganexhibition on Lister. Thisnecessitated
most frequent and detailed reports from the new conservator to his absent, but
vigilant, employer. OneofthecleareststatementsofWellcome'sviewsistobefoundin
these exchanges. He provided notes on the subject he proposed Sir Arthur Keith
should cover in his address at the reopening ceremony of 1926-'The Evolution of
Man and Medicine'. Subject to Sir Arthur's views, Wellcome suggested he should:
Treat on purely scientific lines an estimation ofthe history from the beginning ofthe creation of
the most primitive life with its accompaniment ofdisordered and diseased conditions affecting
animate creatures, and the counter-acting healing arts and agents provided by nature and
self-applied or otherwise. Trace from the awakening dawn through the principal stages of
evolution the varying forms ofprimitive life up to the full development ofmankind through all
periods-contending against maladies and deadly pests, but ever aided by the evolution of
remedial means and measures, protective and curative.
He instructed Malcom to:
Explain to Sir Arthur the plans on which we are working in the Museum to illustrate in our
collection thewholestoryoflifefrom theconversion oftheinorganicinto theorganiccell, and so
on through the ages. Also explain that I have for many years been collecting for the purpose of
demonstrating by means ofobjects that will illustrate the actuality ofevery notable step in the
evolution and progress from the first germ of life up to the fully developed man of today.
Furthermore, weaim toillustrate thecontinuous perilsand ravagesofdisease encountered in the
battle of life. Also the weapons to combat and the shields to protect.'0'
Rather more formal, but essentially similar, statements ofWellcome's views are to be
foundinhisevidencetotheRoyalCommission onMuseumsandGalleriesof1927. Itis
the only published source where he expounded on the subject at any length. The
Commission wasformed toinvestigate thenational museumsand artgalleriesand one
of the issues it examined was the founding of a National Ethnographical Museum.
Wellcome was called as an expert witness on this question, in view of his huge
ethnographical holdings. As he explained, he had "extensive collections that lead up
from the very beginning oftime, not only prehistoric, but we find traces ofdisease in
the lowest forms of life, continuing right on through the ages, even evidence of the
conversion of the inorganic into the organic, and so on ... this medical section has
been organised first.... It is my purpose to develop the other sections in due
course."102 Later, he reiterated, "Medicine and its ancillary branches definitely form
an essential section of the science ofanthropology."'103
'00 See the report from P. J. Johnston-Saint, "foreign secretary" of the Wellcome Historical Medical
Museum from 1928 until 1934, and then conservator, following Malcolm's departure, until 1947, to
Wellcome, 5 June 1936, complaining ofMalcolm's previous activities. WI:FC.I Ic 'To and from W. & J. S.
1933-1936'.
101 Typescript, 'Mr. Wellcome's Notes', Washington DC, 31 August 1926, sent to Malcolm. WF:2:DW.
'WHMM 1926'. In fact, Keith chose to speak on the rather more circumscribed topic of 'What should
Museums do for us?' This address was printed in the Handbook (1927), pp. 102-110 and the Museums J.,
1926-1927, 26: 229-235. The single cell was "the hypothetical starting point forevolution". Lowie, op. cit.,
note 36 above, p. 23.
102 Wellcome, Evidence, op. cit., note I above, p. 107.
103 Ibid.
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Wellcome's adherence to Pitt-Rivers' injunction that sequence was "the
fundamental rule of the game" when dealing with material culture was complete.'04
"The one thing most desirable in a matter ofthis kind is to show from the beginning,
the evolution and development throughout, the passing on from one stage ofprogress
toanotherofparticular objects ... as far aspossible to traceeach step from the period
oftheiroriginthroughout thewholecourse ofdevelopment."'05 Indeed, hewas unable
to contemplate any disruption to universal, progressive sequences. Asked how he
would illustrate the substitution ofa piece ofbottle glass for a flint arrowhead by "the
modem savage races" ofthe Magellan Straits, he unhesitatingly replied "Iwouldput a
thing like thatdown as a freak."'06 He also madeclear the rather limited role which he
accorded to archaeological material. It seems he regarded itvery much as a "prop" for
anthropology, to beresorted toforfillingintheearlyparts ofobject sequences butwith
a subservient role to anthropology in elucidating history. "Archaeology is practically
in adifferent field", he told the Commission, who were surprised to hearthat hewould
not advocate incorporating the British Museum's Stone Age collections in any
proposed national ethnographical museum. "Archaeology mainly represents the
higher cultures of antiquity. In the Historical Medical Museum anthropology
represents themoreprimitivelifefromtheearliest periodsandtraces thedevelopments
up to the present day."'107 Here Wellcome demonstrates that overriding concern with
retrieving the most primitive origins that characterized evolutionist methods. The
"higher cultures of antiquity" had already "advanced" too far.
Anxioustodeterminewhetheranationalethnographical museumshouldbecreated,
the Commission pressed Wellcome on the matter of public access. "The
question ... requires careful consideration", he felt, "A great many people visit
museums simply as stragglers."'08 A confusing discussion ensued with Wellcome
describinganidealmuseumoftwo, orpossibly three sections involvinganeducational
research department, where laboratories were the "special features" and the
promotion of"scientific research" on each branch ofanthropology represented "one
ofits first aims". "Intellectual people", "those genuinely concerned and interested in
thesubjectsrepresented therewhoattendentirelyforbeneficialinformation"mightbe
admitted to a "Museum devoted to research purposes" such as he envisaged. This
would be unlike most other museums, which were "arranged for popular
entertainment, to gratify those who wish to view strange andcuriousobjects".'109The
Committee soon abandoned this line ofenquiry, perhaps rightly concluding that the
concerns ofthegeneralpublicwerenotuppermostinWellcome'smind. His Historical
Medical Museum seems not, in his lifetime, to have been open to the general public
without prior written application, and certainly no effort was made to attract
non-specialist visitors or children. Overall attendance figures, which are occasionally
mentioned in conservators' reports, were, not surprisingly, low. In June 1926, for
104 "Progressis likea game ofdominoes ... the fundamental rule ofthegame issequence." A. H. L. Fox
(Pitt-Rivers) 'Principles of Classification', quoted in Thompson, op. cit, note 49 above, p. 40.
105 Wellcome, Evidence, op. cit., note 1 above, p. 107.
106 Ibid.
107 Ibid., p. 108.
09Ibid., p. 107.
101Ibid.
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example, therewere 104visitors. Thiswasapparently thelargestfigureforthatmonth
since 1919.110
One group of visitors for which Wellcome was prepared to cater were those
guardians of the Empire whose duties brought them into contact with the "subject
native races": "Colonial and military officials, explorers, colonizers, planters,
missionaries-wouldfinditinvaluable".1 1 Theusefulnessofanthropologytocolonial
administrators in understanding the "habits, customs, superstitions, beliefs, fears and
prejudicesofthesubjectnativeraces"wasfrequentlyalludedtobythosewhowishedto




In notes prepared before he gave oral evidence, Wellcome had described such a
Museum as "the laboratory where cultural and technological problems would be
solved", perhapsechoing, nearlysixtyyearslater,Tylor'sfamousconclusion that"the




extraordinary. The latter bear a close resemblance to those used by late nineteenth-
century anthropologists. Amateur collecting (in Wellcome's case, by paid agents,
missionaries, and museum employees) had perfectly respectable precedents. Many
large ethnographic collections were built up in the nineteenth century through the
activities of colonial administrators, missionaries, and other travellers, and often
involved commercial considerations. 15 Professional anthropologists regarded their
contributions as important. Far from censuring such activities, they attempted to
110 The 1913 exhibition, held in conjunction with an International Medical Congress, had been "not
intended for the general public, but members ofthe medical profession, chemists, scientists and nurses in
uniformwillbeadmitted". Br.med.J., 1913, i: 1379. Forcorrespondenceindicativeofentryregulations, see
WI:FC:1OD 'WHMM Visitors and Parties, 1913-1921' and 'WHMM invitations and admissions to.
Museum'. For attendance figures, see for example, various Reports, Malcolm to Wellcome, WF:E2:DW
'WHMM 1926', and 14 April 1927, WF:E2:DW 'WHMM 1927'.
I Wellcome Evidence, op. cit., note I above, p. 103.
112 See, for example, A. C. Haddon, Presidential address, 'Anthropology, its position and needs', J. R.
Anthrop. Inst., 1903, 33: 19-20. "Thepublic ... mustbemadetoseethatefficiencyandeconomy . . . arethe
practical results of a sympathetic study ofthose peoples; that, in fact, . . . it 'pays' to study Ethnology".
113 Great Britain, Royal Commission on National Musewns andGalleries, FinalReport, Part I, London,
HMSO, 1929, p.59.
114 From Wellcome's answers to aquestionnaire apparently in preparation for his evidence to the Royal
Commission, W.F:E2:DW 'WHMM, 1927' p. 39. Tylor's conclusion formed the closing sentence of
Primitive culture, Tylor, op. cit., note 41 above, p. 453.
115 For a survey offield work in British anthropology from Tylor to Malinowski, including the role of
amateur collectors and informers, see George W. Stockingjun., 'The ethnographer's magic' in George W.
Stocking jun. (editor) Observers observed. Essays on ethnographic fieldwork. Madison, University of
Wisconsin Press, 1983. For listings of early collectors, see H. J. Braunholtz, Presidential Address,
'Ethnographical museums and the collector: aims and methods, J. R. Anthrop. Inst., 1983 68: 7, 8. For a
circular sent by Wellcome to missionaries, appealing for objects, n.d. but prior to 1911, see WI:FC.9A
'WHMM Notices & Circulars 1913 exhibition'.
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maximize their usefulness by providing basic guidance for such untrained collectors.
Section D of the British Association for the Advancement of Science compiled its
Notes and queries on anthropologyfor the use oftravellers and residents in uncivilized
lands in 1874.116 An aide-memoire, it gave instructions on what questions to ask and
what objects to collect. The 1912 edition showed considerable revision of the
"Tylorian" stance that had characterized earlier ones. A decade later, when
anthropology had achieved full section status in the British Association, their
Committee set up to investigate the North-Western Tribes ofthe Dominion ofCanada
began by preparing a Circular of enquiry for the use of government officers,
missionaries, travellers, and others.117 In 1887, SirJames Frazer had privately printed
Questions on the customs, beliefs andlanguages ofsavages to facilitate research on The
Golden Bough."'8
During the late 1920s, the Wellcome Historical Medical Museum produced a
booklet which closely resembled Notes and queries. Entitled Memoranda concerning
the collection ofinformation andmaterial amongprimitivepeoples, it was also designed
for travellers, being pocket-sized and containing lists ofquestions to be asked under a
series of headings-deities, medicine men, disease, superstitions, poisons, family life
and marriage, childbirth, burial, astrology, artistic workmanship, weapons, and
currency.'119 A limited number ofpossible answers was suggested. Was marriage, for
example, "by capture, exchange or purchase"? The origins ofcertain practices were
explicitly to be sought-"Is any method of inoculation known?" and "Is bleeding,
scarifying or cupping practised?" were the second and third ofthirteen questions on
medical treatment. There appears to be no record of how many Memoranda were
distributed orcompleted. Severalhundredunusedcopiesremaininthearchives. Bythe
1920s, when anthropologists had ventured into the field themselves, this method was
old fashioned, but it had been an accepted one during the decades when
anthropologists constructed theories at home, largely dependent on data collected by
others. Like them, Wellcome considered collecting ofmajor importance. He held it to
be the prime function of the Wellcome Historical Medical Museum.120 Neither
exhibitions nor cataloguing were high priorities, and Wellcome was generally
unreceptive ofsuggestions from the conservators that staffbe engaged on sorting and
identifying rather than collecting.'21 So long as sufficient data (in this case material
116 British Association for the Advancement ofScience, Notes andqueries on anthropology,for the use of
travellers and residents in uncivilized lands, London, 1874.
117 Stocking, op. cit., note 115 above, p. 72.
118 Ibid., p. 75.
119 Memoranda concerning the collection ofinformation and material amongprimitivepeoples, WHMM,
[n.d. but probably c. 1927]. See Malcolm's notes of tasks to be completed June and July 1926. W.I.
Correspondence Files, 1926, 'M'.
120 See letter, Wellcome to Malcolm, WF:E2:DW, 'WHMM 1926': "Themain function ofthemuseum is
to acquire material".
121 See, forexample, Report,Thompson toWellcome, 5 January 1909. WI:FC:9A. Theintensivenatureof
the Museum'scollectingactivitiesisstriking,Thompson's reportsconsistinglargelyofdetailsofacquisitions
made. Circulars were sent to the "eighteen oldest hospitals in the country", seeking material (Report,
Thompson to Wellcome, 31 August 1917. WI:FC:9A). Advertisements wereplaced in BazaarExchangeand
Mart (WF:E2:DW. 'WHMM 1927'). The sculptor Epstein was persuaded to try and borrow back statuary
given to friends, in order that the Museum might make models (Report, Thompson to Wellcome, 2 Dec
1905. W.I:FC: 9A).
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culture) was gathered together, "scientific" researchers would construct their theories
from it at a later date.
In many other ways, the activities of the Wellcome Historical Medical Museum
reveal anindebtedness to anthropology. Theenormouslywiderangeofitemscollected
gave rise to subsequent speculation that Wellcome intended to create an additional
ethnographical museum, and some of his public utterances support this view.122
However, the firm distinction between "medical" and "ethnographic" objects is
largely one imposed by laterwriters. It was not one whichWellcome madeeasily, and
was certainly not one made in the museum's everyday activities, as revealed by the
conservators' reports. Wellcome admitted that his "collections of anthropological
material, considered as such, are vastly greater than the strictly medical".'23 But it
seems he shared the biologized definition of medicine still current amongst some
anthropologists. As a Fellow ofthe Royal Anthropological Institute put itwhen they
met at the Museum in 1927, "The distinctive attribute of all living creatures is the
preservation oflife, and the great majority ofthe activities ofall living creatures are
concernedunwittinglywiththisprocess. Whenmanfirstbecamerationalheattempted
by the use ofhis reason to devise means ofprotecting his life from extinction." "The
great central aim of this Museum is to illustrate the motive that underlies all these
collections of objects."'24 Viewed in this light, as the result of an instinct for
self-preservation, thepractice ofmedicine wasequatedwith thepreservation ofhealth
and was hard to disentangle from the provision offood, a mate, and protection from
the elements and enemies. The 1913 exhibition was to include "ancient methods of
grinding corn, baking and cooking", "curious articles of food and culinary
implements", and "historic menucards".'25 A display ofweaponry was a prominent
feature of the Museum from 1916 onwards. Material relating to criminology had
always featured, such as "improvised instruments used for criminal purposes" and
"curious methods of torture and execution" (plate 5).126 A whole section on
'Adulteration and falsification of drugs, medicines, foodstuffs, fabrics and of any
articles affecting health', was planned.'27 In this biological account it was possible to
find a "medical" role for almost all ofthe object categories that Wellcome collected,
since all could increase or diminish man's wellbeing-as Wellcome put it,
"most ... anthropologicalmaterial possessesstrongmedicalsignificance, forinallthe
ages the preservation of life and health has been uppermost in the minds of living
beings".'28 "Medical" artefacts were "anthropological", and "anthropological" or
"ethnographic" artefacts almost always possessed medical significance.
122 See, for example, Wellcome, Evidence, op. cit., note 1 above, p. 107. But see Haggis, op. cit., note 11
above, for Pearson's comment.
123 Ibid., p. 108. He told the Commission that his "interest inanthropology came before themedical but
still they have both continued on parellel lines or have been merged".
124G. Elliot Smith in Wellcome Historical Medical Museum. Reception to Members of the Royal
Anthropological Institute, 24 May, 1927. p2.Typescript WF: E2:DW. 'WHMM, 1927'. See also Handbook
(1920), p.9: "In primitive medicine we have the first instincts ofman towards the reliefofpain and cure of
disease."
125 Op. cit. (c. 1911), note 77 above, p. 13.
126 Ibid., and Handbook (1927), p. 71.
127 Op. cit. (1903-4), note 77 above, 'Section 12'
128 Wellcome, Evidence, op. cit., note 1 above, p. 108.
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Large parts ofthe collection, including what might be termed "works ofart", from
literate, "higher" cultures lacked any great aesthetic ormonetary value. Relatively few
would be accepted by museums offine arts. Wellcome was not stinting with financial
provision for the Museum-he spent an estimated £400,000 in all on the Museum and
Library-butitisnoticeable thatheleftalonethe topend oftheantiquesmarket.129 At
the Hope sale ofclassical sculpture in 1917, for example, the Museum was not even in
the running for a statue ofHygeia which fetched 4,000 guineas, and was not prepared
to go above 1,700 guineas for one of Asklepios, but was content to have a replica
made.'30 It was the underbidder for several "middle-range" items and successfully
acquired some less expensive items at the sale. Perhaps bearing in mind Pitt-Rivers'
injunction to "collect the everyday", it seems that inmanyways Wellcome applied the
samecriteriatothecollection ofthematerialcultureofliterate, morerecentsocieties as
he did to that of primitive or ancient ones. Concerned to illustrate changes in the
external morphology of objects, or the content of representational art, up to recent
times, it is as though antique shops and auction houses, market stalls, the columns of
Exchange andMart, and indeed existing museums were to him as much a part of"the
field" aswerethejungles ofBorneo ortheAfrican interior. Theyweretobescouredfor
objects in a similar way. As with ethnographic objects, information about their age,
function, or place oforigin was recorded ifavailable, but the absence ofsuch details
was certainly not a contraindication to acquisition, since, provided enough had been
collected, the accurate position of each could subsequently be detected within an
absolute progressive sequence-as the archaeologists were able to do. "A stray
fragment ofcarving without date or locality can be surely fixed in its place ifthere is
any sufficient knowledge ofthe art from which it springs", as Flinders Petrie told the
anthropological section ofthe British Association for the Advancement ofScience in
1895.131 A very large part ofWellcome's collections lacked any provenance at all and
many items, although ofantique form and design, are ofrelatively recent date. Soon,
onlyestimates oftheholdings wereavailable. "Themoreyoucancomplete thevarious
series ofethnographical objects, the more effectually the collections will visualize and
demonstrate the characteristic features; thus you would be able to trace the evolution
from A to Z in the development ofany particular branch."132 The collections ofthe
Pitt-Rivers Museum, assembled on a similar basis, became as large asWellcome's.133
The evolutionists were committed to dealing with huge amounts of data, whether
material or otherwise, not only for the reconstruction ofcomplete sequences and the
detection ofthe general trends and similarities on which a science ofuniversal history
depended, buttominimizeerror. Tylor, Morgan, andSpencerallhoped tobalance out
the effects ofunreliable data byexamining sufficient instances.134 Further impetus to
129Turner, op. cit., note 9 above, p. 41.
130 For an account of the museum's strategy at this sale, see the addendum (25 July 1917) to Report,
Thompson to Wellcome, 13 July 1917 (WI:FC:9A). They had put a limit of700 guineas on the Hygeia, and
1,400 guineas on the Asklepios, though Thompson "ran up" the successful bidder, Gordon Selfridge, to
1,700 guineas for Asklepios.
31 Flinders Petrie, quoted in A. C. Haddon, Evolution in art, London, Walter Scott, 1895, p. 336.
132 Wellcome, Evidence, op. cit., note 1 above, p. 105.
33 Blackwood, op. cit., note 49 above, p. 11.
I4 Harris, op. cit., note 36 above, p. 156.
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collectcamefromthefearthatthedatawasfastvanishing. Folkloristswarnedthatthe
"footprints in the sands of time" which they sought to record were "fast being
trampled out by the hurrying feet of the busy multitudes of the present".135 The
changes induced in "primitive" societies bytheproximity of"civilized" ones-laterto
be areas ofintense interest to anthropologists-were dreaded by many at the turn of
thecentury, sincetheyobscuredthedistantoriginsofculturetheysoughttorecover.136
In its exhibition galleries, it is striking that the Museum made no attempt to
incorporatethechronology ofwritten history, andmadeonlyperfunctoryreferenceto
its content. No use was made, for example, of organizing principles such as the
Renaissance or the Enlightenment. This sacrificing ofchronicled events to the "grand
scheme of comparative reconstruction" was precisely the fault which Franz Boas
(1858-1942) and the accidentalist school were to perceive in the evolutionist
anthropology they did much to discredit.137 The Museum's total lack of an overall
chronological arrangement, apart from the obligatory beginning in the Hall of
PrimitiveMedicine,wasentirelyconsistentwiththeevolutionistapproach-aswasthe
use ofreconstructed room settings. These were the only areas wheredifferent types of
object ofsimilar date weredisplayed togetherand thiswas done quite separately from
the main galleries, with which there was no attempt to integrate them.
The museum displays also made quite extensive use of replicas, Wellcome being
content to commission these in place of expensive or unobtainable objects. Current
museum practice, with its reverence for original objects, in many instances finds this
hard to accept, but the practice of replica-commissioning was not unusual in late
nineteenth-andearly twentieth-centurymuseums. The secondofthesubjects towhich
the newly founded Museums Association intended to give attention in 1888 was
"Means of securing models, casts and reproductions".138 The popular American
HandbookforsmallmuseumsbyL. V. Coleman,publishedin 1924,gaveasanappendix
the names of "reputable replica producers".139 For Wellcome's purposes a replica
which could illustrate some sequential continuity was perhaps more useful than an
unobtainable original. Representational art lent itself even more readily to
reproduction, and Wellcome used contemporary artists, including one known as
"Hayman the faker", to copy drawings and paintings with a "medical" content.140
Others,whospecializedinthegenreofhistoricalreconstruction, werecommissionedto
produce paintings ofparticular events where none existed. The scenes selected were
135 Charlotte Burne, 'The collection of English folklore', Folklore, 1890, 330.
136 See, for example, A. C. Haddon, 'The saving ofvanishing data', Popular Science Monthly, 1903, 62:
222-229. After much analogy with the naturalists' problem of extinct flora and fauna, Haddon urged
immediate steps to record anthropological data in islands where "the natives have become so modified by
contact with the white man.. .". Characteristically, however, he goes on to warn against the untrained
observer, and the rapidcollector, who "doespositiveharm, as, like theunskilled excavator, hedestroys the
collateral evidence". See also similar warnings in W. H. R. Rivers, 'Report on anthropological research
outside America', in Reports upon the present condition andfuture needs of the science ofanthropology,
Washington, DC, Carnegie Institution, 1913.
137Voget, 'Man and culture', op. cit., note 43 above, p. 347.
138 'The Museums Association and itsjournal', Museums J., 1901-2, 1: 5.
139L. V. Coleman, Manualfor small museums, New York and London, G. P. Putnam's Sons, 1927.
140 Fordealingswith "Hayman thefaker" see theextracts fromThompson's reports for 14June, 19July,
and 11 August 1916 in 'W.H.M.M. Records'-a bound typescript ofextracts from early WHMM papers
preparedbyA. L. Dean, retiredMuseumsecretary, from 1956-1959.Originalreportsforthesedatesarelost.
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often thoseforwhichtherewaslittledocumentedevidence.141 Wellcomeseemsalmost
to have been seeking a pictorial record ofthe mythology ofWestern Medicine to the
presenttime. Insimilarvein, hefostered acult oftheeminentphysician, goingtogreat
lengths to secure the academic robes of Sir William Osler (1849-1919) and many
others, displaying personalia such as surgery door plates and knobs and devoting a
whole display case to "doctors' walking sticks and canes", much in the same way that
he exhibited the bones and rattles of medicine men and shamans.142 By and large,
however,Wellcome'sintenseconcernfortheprimitiveledtoarelativedisregardforthe
contemporary, a trait which Burrow and others found characteristic of evolutionist
anthropologists.143 TheWellcome Historical Medical Museum ostensiblycovered the
historyofmedicinefromprehistorictimestothepresentday,afterwhichtheWellcome
Museum of Medical Science "continued the story".144 Soon after Malcolm's
appointment, he mistakenly referred to this museum as the "Museum of Modern
Medicine".'45 Wellcome corrected him but, for both men, in some sense, "medical
science" was "modern medicine". If, for Charles Singer (1876-1960) and his
colleagues, therewas acaesura inmedicine somewhereabout 500 BC, forWellcomeit
waslocatedroughly inthe 1880sandhad todowithlaboratoryscience.146Asfounder
ofthecountry's firstphysiological and pharmacological research laboratories, he was
in a prime position to collect the equipment used in them. However, not even an
association with notable discoveries or famous men tempted him to acquisition. The
collection apparently contains no apparatus at all from the Wellcome research
laboratories and only about five per cent of the "non-ethnographic" items were
twentieth-entury, a tiny proportion ofthese being laboratory apparatus. In at least
one instance the Museum considered selling modern instruments acquired as part of
job lots.'47 Modern material that might shed light on origins, however, was acquired.
141 Ofa series ofthirty oilpaintings shown at the 1913 exhibition, twenty wereprepared by Ernest Board
(1877-1934), an artist who specialized in historical reconstruction. They included subjects such as 'Galen
studying the anatomy of the body' and 'Discovery of the stethoscope, 1815'.
142Handbook(1927),p. 55.Osler's'Edinburghcapandgown'wererecordedas"promised" byLadyOsler
in 1926. See 'List ofdonors and the material given to the W.H.M.M. during the year 1926'. Typescript.
W.F.E2.DW. 'WHMM, 1926'-Arthur Keith observed that "the counterparts of the native artillery"
(displayed in Wellcome's Hall ofPrimitive Medicine) "in Harley Street are the stethoscope, the bismuth
meal, notebookforprescriptionandacertainprofessional air."Keith,quotedinF. H.Garrison, 'Amedical
tour in Europe', Bull. N. Y. Acad. Med., 1930, 6: 243-264, reprinted in F. H. Garrison, Contributions to the
history ofmedicine, New York, Hafner, 1966, pp. 649-655.
143 Burrow, op. cit., note 16 above, p. 244. For further evidence of Wellcome's intense concern with
primitivematerial, seehislettertoMalcolm, op.cit.,note 13above. Infull thepassagereads: "Iexplained to
youexplicitly what I wanted first ofall-all myethnological, anthropological, archaeological and all other
primitive material sorted out, classified, prepared, numbered and catalogued. Also, I gave you definite
instructions that these materials must be sorted, classified and grouped scientifically so as to faciliate the
final arrangement ofmaterials in the prehistoric and primitive halls. Furthermore, I told you that I would
personallysuperviseanddirectthearrangementoftheseexhibitsanddecidethemethodsofdisplayofallthe
aforementioned materials."
144 The formation of a didactic museum of tropical medicine and hygiene was proposed by Andrew
Balfour, director ofWellcome's research laboratories in Khartoum from 1902 to 1912. Founded in 1914, it
was expanded and renamed in 1924 at a formal opening of the Bureau for Scientific Research. See, The
Wellcome Museum ofMedical Science 1914-1964, London, Wellcome Foundation, 1964.
145 Letter, Malcolm to Wellcome, op. cit., note 64 above, p.2.
146 Charles Singer, A short history ofmedicine, Oxford, Clarendon Press, 1928, p. 1.
147 Report, Thompson to Wellcome, 4 January 1907. WI:FC:9A.
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In 1915, for example, the Museum accepted a collection ofcharms removed from the
bodies of fallen German soldiers, via the Folklore Society.'48
Malcolm's appointment in 1925 brought the Museum, initially, some contact with
academic anthropology. He reported that the elderly Sir James Frazer wished to visit
together with Baldwin Spencer (1860-1929), his long-time correspondent on the
aboriginalracesofAustralia,in 1927.149Medicalmencametoo,ofcourse,andmedical
societies and congresses found a visit to the Museum a congenial addition to their
programmes, but it was anthropologists who, for a short time, seemed to view it as a
potential scholarly resource. Informal approaches were made by W. J. Perry
(1887-1949) ofUniversityCollege to seeifthe Museum'scollectionsmight beusedfor
his postgraduate research students.'50 From Cambridge, Haddon sought financial
support for "a very keen student who is working hard and will do well"-L. S. B.
Leakey (1903-72).'5'
The most prestigious approach came in 1927, when Haddon himself, through his
former student Malcolm, offered his services to the Museum. Retiring from his
readership at Cambridge, Haddon was "prepared to act as an advisor in
Ethnology'52 Haddon has been identified as the first of a new breed of
anthropologist, a natural scientist who applied the observational methodsin which he
was trained to anthropology.'53 A protege of Michael Foster (1836-1907) at
Cambridge, Haddon came to prominence after leading the Torres Straits expeditions
of 1888-9 and 1898-9, orginally with the "archetypically Darwinian" scientific goals
ofproducing a comprehensive survey ofthe island's geology, flora, fauna, and native
peoples. Hisintereststurnedincreasinglytoethnology, andthesecondexpedition,now
seen as a landmark in the development of anthropological fieldwork, concentrated
exclusively on this. Largely on the strength ofthe Torres Straits work, Haddon was
awardedthenewlycreatedreadershipinanthropologyatCambridge(thoughnotuntil
1909). He has been seen as marking, in Britain, the transition which anthropologists
made "out of the armchair into the field"-or at least on to the verandah.'54
Subsequently, collection of data in the field, by trained observers active within the
disciplineandcontributingtoitstheory, becamethemodelforfieldworkandfieldwork
became constitutive for anthropology. Theorizing at home on the basis of material
collectedbyamateurs, howeverwelldirectedby Notesandqueriesorthelike, cameto be
148 Report Thompson to Wellcome, 5 February 1915. WI:FC:9A.
149 Malcolm, Report to Wellcome, 5 July 1927. WF:E2:DW. 'WHMM, 1927'. A few months earlier,
Malcolmhadsuggested SirJamesFrazerasasuitableperson toaddresstheRoyalAnthropological Institute
whenitmetin the Museum in May 1927. Infact, G. ElliotSmithaddressed themeeting. Seenote 124above.
150 Report Malcolm to Wellcome, 16 March 1926, WF:E2:DW. 'WHMM 1926'.
151 Report Malcolm to Wellcome, 28 February 1926. WF:E2:DW. 'WHMM, 1926'.
152 Report, Malcolm to Wellcome, 26 January 1926. WF:E2:DW. 'WHMM 1926'. Haddon had been
appointed to a similar post at the Horniman Museum in London in 1901. Van Keuren, op. cit., note 54
above, p. 195.
153The only biography of Haddon remains A. H. Quiggin, Haddon the head-hunter, Cambridge
University Press, 1942, but for assessments ofhis contribution to anthropology see Stocking, op. cit., note
115above,pp. 75-85; andMeyerFortes, 'Socialanthropology atCambridgesince 1900',inDarnell(editor),
op. cit., note 43 above, pp. 426-439.
154 Gerald L. Geison, Michael Foster and the Cambridge school ofphysiology, Princeton, New Jersey,
Princeton University Press, 1978, pp. 5 and 119. Stocking, op. cit., note 115 above, p. 75. It seems Haddon
introduced the term "fieldwork" into British anthropology (ibid., p. 80).
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regarded as inadequate. Haddon's "intensive study oflimited areas" set new standards
within the discipline. He led what came to be known as the Cambridge school, ofwhich
W. H. R. Rivers, early in his career, was a prominent member.
Haddon had not, however, lost the traditional interest in material culture-indeed
Stocking identifies it as his "most systematic ethnological concernm".1 He expanded
the collections ofthe Cambridge University Museum ofArchaeology and Ethnology
to establish artefact typologies, and made an early attempt to study the evolution of
decorative design.'56 Although considered instrumental in defining modern
anthropological fieldwork, Haddon also relied on "ethnography by mail", though he
chose his informants withcare.157 In many ways he was a transitional figure between
the old and the new in anthropology. Aware, as he put it in his brief History of
anthropology (1910), that "the comparative method is liable to lead the unwary into
mistakes",that"thechiefdangertowhich [anthropology] isliableisthatitsfascination
and popularity ... tend to premature generalisations", and of the "promising"
methods of the French sociologists, he might have preserved the Museum from an
approach that was becoming distinctly old-fashioned, had Wellcome accepted his
offer.158
Although the Wellcome Historical Medical Museum aspired to "scientific"
anthropology, itwas, by thelate 1920s, increasingly outoftouch with development in
the academic discipline. The tide was turning slowly but inexorably away from the
studyofmaterialculture, thisbeingfirmly (thoughnotnecessarily) associated with the
increasingly discredited evolutionist school.'59 As early as the mid-1890s, a sense of
crisishadbeenevidentinevolutionarytheoryin Britain, and, by 1910, "the theoretical
malaise... was becoming acute".160 In the United States, Franz Boas, finding
anthropology "ahappyhuntinggroundfortheromanticloverofprimitive things" was
to leaveit radically changed by his criticism ofthecomparative method and insistence
on exhaustive field work.'6' Committed to a beliefin the essential uninventiveness of
man, Boas and the diffusionists did find a role for historical explanation and for
materialculture studies that provided evidence for the diffusion ofculture traits. Boas
took issue with the curator Otis T. Mason (1838-1908) in 1887 for using Pitt-Rivers'
classification system at the American Museum of Natural History. Together, they
rearranged the collections using the "culture area" concept.162 In Germany,
155 Stocking, op. cit., note 155 above, p. 75.
156 Haddon,op. cit.,note 131 above. Onhiscollecting fortheCambridge Museum, see Ebin and Swallow,
op. cit., note 56 above, pp. 17-24.
57 Stocking, op. cit., note 115 above, p. 77.
158 Haddon, op. cit., note 36 above, pp. 153, 154, 143.
159 David Miller, Editorial, 'Things ain't what they used to be', Royal Anthropol. Inst. News., Dec. 1983,
59E 5.
160 Stocking, op. cit., note 115 above, pp. 91 and 94.
161 Ruth Benedict, Obituary ofFranz Boas, Science, 1943, 97:60-62, quoted in Harris, op. cit., note 36
above,p.253. Ontheextremelyinfluential roleofBoasinshapinganthropological theoryandpracticeatthe
turn of the century, particularly in the United States, there are numerous sources. For an interpretive
anthologyofabroadrangeofBoas'writings, seeGeorgeW. Stockingjun. (editor), A FranzBoasreader. The
shaping ofAmerican anthropology 1883-1911, University of Chicago Press, 1974.
162 Schlereth, op. cit., note 7above, p. 12;and Harris, op. cit., note 36above, p. 374. Boas' criticisms were
contained in two articles: 'The occurence of similar inventions in areas widely apart', and 'Museums of
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Plate I Hall ofPrimitive Medicine, Wellcome Historical Medical Museum (13 Wigmore Street), c. 1914.













Plate 4 Displays from the Wellcome Historical Medical Museum to show the evolution of(a) the trepan
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Kulturkreise, or culture circles occupied "museum moles" such as F. Graebner
(1877-1934).163 In Britain, G. Elliot Smith (1871-1937), Professor of Anatomy at
University College from 1919 to 1936, togetherwith hisdiscipleW. J. Perry and, later
in his career, W. H. R. Rivers, formed the "triumvirate" ofwhatcame to be known as
the British diffusionist school.164
The "diffusionist" label, however, implied a unity of approach not borne out in
practice. Boas was "openly contemptuous" of the British "hyperdiffusionists" and
critical ofthe German approach. It has been argued that both these schools were, in
fact, evolutionist(althoughtheydenied lawful regularitiesinhistory) and both sought
grandiose and universal accounts of human history. For the Germans, this lay in a
reconciliation with biblical history. From the British school came the theory that
almost all sociocultural traits "had been invented once and only once in Egypt".'65
Boas was not alone in his contempt for the British diffusionists. Elliot Smith led a
school to which "virtually everyone else in the world of British anthropology" was
hostile.166 It was perhaps unfortunate, ifnot entirely surprising, that almost the only
links which the Museum made with academic anthropology were to be with the
University College Department of Anatomy. Geographically and, one suspects,
ideologicallycloseto ElliotSmith, Wellcomewasapparentlyafrequentenoughvisitor
to feature in an account ofa typical day in this Department: "Imagine the callers at
Gower Street. At one moment Sir Henry Wellcome wanted Elliot Smith to unwrap a
mummywhichhe hadpurchased in Eygpt, ora SalvationArmyOfficerfromtheWest
Coast of Africa asked why albinos and twins were drowned at birth by the
eugenically-minded natives. At another ... a zealous missionary sought information
on polygamy, or a goldminer ... on the association ofpearls and cowrie shells."'167
Not, as Langham,quotingthispassage,pointsout, thedescriptiononemightexpectof
a high-powered researchdepartment. Elliot.Smith, trainedoriginally as ananatomist,
with no field work to his name, propounded increasingly forcefully, theories which,
according to Langham's account, split British anthropology into two camps, with
Haddon and the Anthropological Institute on the opposing side.'68 In 1928, an
Americancriticlocated Elliot Smithin the "romantic" school ofanthropology, which
invoked "ill-substantiated hypotheses and invented variegated, 'strangerthan fiction'
explanations".'69 Elliot Smith's contribution was assessed by Lowie as "virtually
nil".'70 To Langham, his excursions into diffusionistic ethnology resemble "the
outpourings of an over-enthusiastic amateur".17
163 Harris, op. cit., note 36 above, pp. 383, 520.
164 For detailed descriptions of workers and institutions of the Cambridge and diffusionist schools,
centred on Rivers' conversion todiffusionism, see Ian Langham, ThebuildingofBritishsocialanthropology:
W. H. R. RiversandhisCambridgedisciples in thedevelopmentofkinshipstudies, 1898-1931. But seeKuklick
on this work: essay review 'Ancestor worship', Isis, 1984, 75: 279: 712-717.
165 Harris, op. cit., note 36 above, p. 379.
166 Langham, op. cit., note 164 above, p. 194.
167 Warren R. Dawson (editor), SirGrafton Elliot Smith, abiographicalrecordbyhiscolleagues, London,
1938, p. 178, quoted in Langham, op. cit., note 164 above.
168 Ibid., pp. 186-187.
169Ibid., p. 187.
170 Lowie, op. cit., note 36 above, p. 176.
171 Langham, op. cit., note 164 above, p. 198.
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Future anthropological enquiry was to be pursued along very different lines.
Anthropologists had moved not only from the armchair to the verandah but into the
village. Theincreasingly influential functionalist and structuralist schools had no place
for historical explanation, and little for material culture studies. Neither Bronislaw
Malinowski (1884-1942) norA. R. Radcliffe Browne(1881-1955) made approaches to
theWellcome Historical MedicalMuseum.172 Malinowski had published Argonauts of
the Western Pacific in 1922 and increasingly attracted students to the London School
ofEconomics, where achairofsocial anthropologywascreated forhimin 1928.173 The
"structural-functionalist" Durkheimian, Radcliffe-Browne occupied, successively,
first chairs in anthropology at Cape Town, Sydney, and, from 1937, Oxford.'74
Radcliffe-Browne was said to be "opposed to the study ofhistory", and Malinowski,
who "thumbed his nose at technology, flouted distribution studies and sneered at
reconstruction of the past", vehemently criticized the antiquarianism which he
attributed to the search forsurvivals, and which the Museum must have typified as the
end ofthe twenties approached.'75 In 1932, as the focus ofthe discipline moved from
museum to university, Wellcome's collections moved into storage, not to reappear
until 1947, by which time approximately sixty per cent had been disposed of. For
anthropologists, "the path back to science was to be paved with social structure".176
By the late 1930s, the structuralist-functionalist school had gained "virtually
unchallenged control of the anthropological establishment throughout the British
Empire".'77 "Socialanthropologistsnolongerclutteruptheirmindswith information
aboutskullsandpotsherdsbutlookinstead tocognatesocial sciences forstimulus."178
Wellcome's collection was "cluttered up" with several hundred skulls and several
thousand potsherds. They were never to be the subject of the intensive scientific
research which he had intended. Singularly unreceptive to the demands of any
scientific or historical audience, perhaps because his personal wealth freed him ofthis
constraint, and anxious not to reveal his collection until it was "complete"-a
meaningless concept except from the evolutionist viewpoint-Wellcome had delayed
too long. Even if the Museum's organizational capacities had coped with the steady
flood of acquisitions-which clearly they did not-or had the material been better
provenanced, work on pre-existent collections was, by the 1930s, no longer central to
anthropological practice in Britain or America.
172On the creation ofsocial anthropology in Britain, and the roles ofMalinowski and Radcliffe-Brown,
see George W. Stockingjun. (editor), Functionalism historicized, Madison, University ofWisconsin Press,
1984. Malcolm wrote to Malinowski, inviting him to visit the Museum in June 1926. The letter reached
Malinowski in California, and he replied that a visit would have to await his return in October. There is no
record ofit being made. Letters Malcolm/Malinowski, 1 June 1926 and 13 July 1926. WI:Correspondence
files, 1926, 'M'.
173 B. Malinowski, Argonauts ofthe Western Pacific, New York, Dutton, 1922.
174 Raymond Firth, 'Alfred Reginald Radcliffe-Brown, 1881-1955', Proc. Br. Acad, 1956, 42.
s Harris, op. cit., note 36 above, p. 524. Lowie, op. cit., note 36 above, pp. 234, 5.
176 Harris, op. cit., note 36 above, p. 523.
177 Ibid., p. 514.
178 R.Piddington, 'Malinowski'stheoryofneeds'in R. Firth(editor), Manandculture: anevaluationofthe
workofBronislawMalinowski, London, Routledge&KeganPaul, 1957, p.49,quotedinHarris,op.cit.,note
36 above, p. 523.
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IV
It is clear that medical historians did not pursue the research which the renegade
anthropologists had left undone. Some, such as Arturo Castiglioni (1874-1953),
approached the Museum as a source of illustrations (in this case for his History of
medicine) and, in 1939, three years after after Wellcome's death, Max Neuburger
(1868-1955)wastofindrefugeintheMuseum.179 Butonlyahandfulofpapersdirectly
relating to objects in the collections have ever been published. Prior to 1936,
Wellcome's concern with secrecy may have contributed to this state of affairs. It
certainly irritated some historians, particularly Charles Singer (1876-1960).
(Concurrently with collecting for the Museum, Wellcome was also building up the
huge library ofthe history ofmedicine that now bears his name. He was content, by
and large, to leave its management to the librarian- he did not display the intense
interest that he reserved for the museum venture.) Above all a literary historian, and
anxious tousethelibrary's resources, SingerwassomewhatdismissiveoftheMuseum.
"Itis no good laying out a lot ofinstruments and having a sort ofMadame Tussaud's
showandsaying'ThisistheHistory ofMedicine' ", heisreported tohavesaid.180The
remark, referring to the Museum's use ofreconstructed room settings, was perhaps a
little unfair, but Singer, one suspects, was not the only physician historian to feel that
the Museum's perceptions were rather out of step with his own. Norman Moore
(1847-1922), a future President ofthe Royal College ofPhysicians, had intimated as
much at the opening ceremony of the Historical Medical Exhibition in 1913.
Describing the history of medicine as a subject which "divides itself into two great
branches", he found these typified by two figures in the Museum. One was the black
masked and feathered Mexican God Ixtlilton, the other the Apollo Belvedere. Moore
was in no doubt that Apollo, and his son, Asklepios, represented "the true ancestors,
the true observing predecessors of Hippocrates and Galen and Avicenna"-and
doubtless himself.'8'
This was not merely hubris restricted to men who were fashionable London
physicians first and historians second. As the century progressed, historians of
medicine ofall persuasions were more concerned with the emancipation ofmedicine
frommagic. "Folkmedicineis a bighodgepodge", Henry Sigerist(1891-1957) was to
write, allowing, however, that it was "a source which we may have to consult
occasionally".'82 He accorded it little value on account of its "total lack of
chronology" and saw it rather as recapitulating the entire history ofmedicine, placing
79 For Castiglioni's approach, see Report, Malcolm to Wellcome, 6 July 1926. WF:E2:DW. 'WHMM
1926'. On Neuburger, see 'A tribute to Max Neuburger on the occasion ofhis 75th birthday', Bull. Hist.
Med., 1943, 14: 418.
180Johnston-Saint, Report ofaconversation with Singer, 6January 1927,appended to Report, Malcolm
to Wellcome, 21 March 1927. WF:E2:DW. 'WHMM 1927'. On Singer's perception of the history of
medicine, seeCharlesWebster, 'Medicine associalhistory:changingideas ondoctorsandpatientsintheage
ofShakespeare', in L. G. Stevenson (editor), A celebration ofmedicalhistory, Baltimore andLondon, Johns
Hopkins University Press, 1982.
I Norman Moore, Opening ceremony of the WHMM, 24 June 1913, printed in the Guide (1927),
p. 26-27. Moore was speaking in his capacity as president ofthe Section ofthe History ofMedicine at the
International Congress.
182 Henry Sigerist, A history ofmedicine, vol 1, New York, Oxford University Press, 1951, pp. 26, 21.
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it at the end, not the beginning, ofhis projected magnum opus. "The chief source of
medical history is literature" he concluded-a view from which subsequent historians
have not dissented.183 This difference in outlook did not escape Wellcome's notice.
Whilst admitting that Norman Moore's address at the 1913 opening had "dealt with
the subject in a manner admirable for its type and scope", he anticipated that this
would be "very different from the highly scientific type and scope" which Sir Arthur
Keith would choose if invited to give the address at the 1926 re-opening.'84 The
contrast between the two views was evident in the Museum's activites throughout the
1910s and 1920s. On its own initiative, the Museum mounted exhibitions such as 'The
Folklore of London', or 'Japanese Amulets and Charms' (both in 1916) and
commissioned publications dealing with, for example, Celtic medicine.185 When
initiatives came from the medical profession they were for exhibitions of 'Objects of
Shakespearean Interest' or celebrations of the Henry Hill Hickman centenary, and
publications such asthe one Singerwished to produce onpre-Vesaliandissection.186 It
would notbesurprising if, ata timewhen the General Medical Councilwasdecorating
its new building with bas-reliefs of Ancient Greece, medical men were a little
discomfited to find "Adapa, the Sumerian fish deity" illustrated on the frontispiece of
the professional diaries they received from Wellcome.187 The Museum's friezes and
logos, however, from the thumbnail sketch of"Marduk, aChaldeandiety ofmedicine,
about 5000BC", which had accompanied the first circular, to "Phenuka, an Egyptian
Priest physician ofthe Fifth Dynasty", who appeared on the frontispiece ofthe 1927
Guide, remained, if not prehistoric, very ancient indeed.188
Malcolm's appointment in 1925 seems, ifanything, to have further entrenched the
Museum in Tylorian anthropology of the 1880s. Although trained at the
"revolutionary" Cambridgeschool, Malcolm wasapparently notthemantointroduce
achange ofoutlook. Pliable, and notparticularly innovative, hewascontentto follow
Wellcome's line. His own special interest was apparently physical anthropology,
traditionally a conservative area of the discipline, inevitably less affected by social
theory orconcern overthepropermethod forfieldwork.'89 Itcontinuedtorelyonthe
183 F. H. Garrison had apparently reached the same conclusion as a result ofhis visit to the WHMM.
.. . itmaybe seriously doubted iftheessential themes ofmedical history(asaphase ofthehistoryofideas)
canbetaughtinanymuseum, eventheverybestconceivable". SeeGarrison, op. cit., note 142above, p. 653.
184 Letter, Wellcome to Malcolm, 14 August 1926, p. 2. WF:E2:DW. 'WHMM, 1926'.
185 Special exhibition illustrating thefolklore ofLondon consisting ofmedical charms, amulets, and other
objects used to avert disease, to ward-offevil, and to bring goodfortune, WHMM, October 1916. Special
exhibition ofJapanese charms, amulets and objects ofmedical and other interest, WHMM May 1916. An
advancenoticeofaworkonCymricmedicinewasprinted-HistoryandloreofCymricmedicine, tobeissued
inthenearfuture, WHMM, 1928-butthepublicationneverappeared. Themuseumhadproducedahistory
ofScottish medicine-John D. Comrie, History ofScottish medicine, London, Bailliere, Tindall & Cox for
the Wellcome Historical Medical Museum, 1927.
186 Exhibition ofobjectsofShakespearean interest, toillustrateanaddresson 'ShakcespeareasaGuidein the
ArtandPracticeofMedicine'attheRoyalSocietyofMedicinebySirSt. Clair Thomson,WHMM,27October
1925. The Hickman centenary celebration was to coincide with a commemoration meeting of the Royal
SocietyofMedicine SectionofAnaesthetics. SeeWF:C2:WE, 'Hickmancentenary'. ForSinger'ssuggestion
on pre-Vesalian dissection, see his letter to Thompson, 5 January 1921, W. I. Correspondence, 1921 'S'.
187 TheMuseumwasconsultedonpossiblesubjectsforthesebas-reliefsin 1915. SeeReport,Thompsonto
Wellcome, 8 July 1915. WI:FC:9A. ForWellcome'schoice ofdiaryillustrations, see Reports,Thompson to
Wellcome, 18 and 28 January 1909. WI:FC:9A.
188 Op. cit., note 23 above; and Guide (1927).
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serial arrangement of specimens deriving its methodology largely from comparative
anatomy. After his appointment, Malcolm found many areas where "evolutionary
seriescould becompleted".'190 Inpreparing his outline scheme forthe ListerCentenary
Exhibition, which the Museum was asked to mount in 1927, he wrote that he had
considered the matter both "biometrically and from the empirical point ofview". A
former pupil of Rivers at Cambridge, was Malcolm trying to apply Rivers' statistical
methods to the history of antisepsis?'9' Further indication of Malcolm's
anthropological background can be seen in his remodelling ofthe Museum's anatomy
room, so that the subject was considered almost exclusively from the point ofview of
representational art, making no reference to the techniques, teaching, or context of
anatomists' work.'92
That museums lagged behind contemporary theory was perhaps an inevitable
concomitant of the fact that anthropology was becoming a university rather than a
museum-based discipline, and the role of material culture studies diminishing.
However, where a close connexion with the academic discipline was maintained,
changes had been made to the arrangement ofdisplays-Boas' reorganization ofthe
American Museum ofNatural History's ethnographic material is a case in point.'93
TheWellcome Historical Medical Museum, it seems, nevermanaged to maintain that
connexion. It also had little connexion and shared little common ground with any
pre-existing "medical" museum. WhenOslercommented that"nothing like it hasever
been put together before", he was essentially accurate.194 Of the forty-six "medical
museums" known to be in existence in the British Isles in 1913, the year Wellcome
openedtheHistorical Medical Exhibition, onlysixincluded any "historical" material,
and it is clear that the prime function ofall ofthem was to teach anatomy and gross
pathology.'95 The Royal College of Surgeons had begun a historical collection of
instruments in 1910, but this served largely as a repository for those instruments with
which the Fellows felt they had contributed notable advances, or which were part of
thepersonalia ofeminent surgeons.196 The Museum ofthe Royal College ofSurgeons
189 Inthestaffing structure which Malcolm proposed for the Museum in 1928 (op. cit., note95 above) the
department heearmarked for himselfwas 'Physical Anthropology and Racial Development'. See Stocking,
op. cit., note 115 above, p. 92 on Rivers' view that the pursuit ofphysical anthropology (and collection of
material culture) actually endangered the rapport necessary for intensive sociological study.
190 Report, Malcolm to Wellcome. WF:E2:DW. 'WHMM 1927'. On accepting his appointment at the
WHMM Malcolm wrote to his previous Director at the Bristol Museum, Herbert Bolton, that "the
post ... isreallyaspotoneasfarasmyparticularworkisconcerned. Theworkistobeonevolutionarylines
throughout, to illustrate the life history ofany given cultural element. . .". Letter, Malcolm to Bolton, 20
August 1925, CityofBristol MuseumandArtGalleryArchives. Itseems Malcolmexpected thatThompson
would "continue hiswork on themedical collection", presumably leaving Malcolm todevelop all theother
"cultural elements". See Malcolm to Bolton, 10 October 1925, City of Bristol Museum and Art Gallery
Archives.
191 Letter, Malcolm toWellcome, 6July 1926, op. cit., note64above, p. 3. WF:E2:DW. 'WHMM, 1926'.
192 For a description of the Anatomy Room, see WHMM Guide (1927), pp. 10-11. "The history of
anatomy is illustrated by means of drawings, paintings, and sculpture. From prehistoric days, man has
evinced an interest in anatomy, and the earliest delineations of the human body were realistic,..."
93 See note 161 above.
194 Sir William Osler, visiting the historical medical exhibition prior to the opening in 1913, quoted in
Report, Thompson to Wellcome, 27 February 1913. WI:FC:9A.
5 C. J. Hackett, 'A listofmedical museums ofGreat Britain (1949-50)', Br. med. J., 1951, i: 1380-1383.
196 A recordoftheyearsfrom 1901 to 1950. Royal College ofSurgeons ofEngland, London, 1951, p. 12.
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ofEdinburgh had a similar collection, dating from 1883.197 The British Museum had
acquired between two and three hundred Greek and Roman instruments by 1925, of
which an indeterminate number were medical.'98 Abroad, the Medico-Chirurgical
Museumin Ravennahad,sinceitsfoundationinthefirsthalfoftheeighteenthcentury,
collected examples ofsurgical instrumentation, as well as anatomical specimens, but
thesewereexpresslyforteachingsurgicalpractice.199Themedicalmuseums ofEurope
were founded largely as adjuncts to the teaching activities of the university medical
schools or to commemorate these, or other institutions.200 The Museum of the
Val-de-Grace, inParis, forexample, whichopenedin 1916, twoyearsafterWellcome's
Museum, was intended to commemorate "the actions ofthe French military medical
services in the Great War, and to instruct future officers of the Corps de SantV".20'
The Smithsonian InstitutioninWashington, showingmedicalexhibits insignificant
numbersforthefirsttimein 1921, adoptedanotherapproach. There,amulets, charms,
and tokens weredisplayed not asindications ofthe "roots and foundations ofthings"
but "to warn the public against the perils of quackery and the faults of folk
medicine...". 202 In 1926, the museum contained exhibits on "how to obtain pure
water", "theimportanceofrecreation",and"social, oralandmentalhygiene".203 This
ostensibly historical museum, which certainly owned sizeable historical collections,
saw its role in pointing out the evils of the past rather than reconstructing cultural
history. In 1929, American medical practice was still, however, a "paradise for
quacks", and the Smithsonian Institution had certainly had, during the nineteenth
century, a role in evaluating and patenting inventions and innovations not shared by
European museums, as Molella has recently pointed out.204 However, the title ofthe
gallery in which these medical exhibits were displayed-'The Hall of Health'-is
indicative oftheratherdifferenttraditiontowhichtheybelonged. They owedmuchto
the aims ofpublic health educators embodied in the sanitary and hygiene exhibitions
held in Europe and the United States from the 1870s onwards.205 In Britain, the most
well-known display ofthis kind was installed at University College as a memorial to
Edmund Parkes (1819-76), first Professor of Hygiene at the Military School at
197 WilliamTurner, 'ThePublicMuseumsinEdinburgh', Presidential Address, MuseumsJ., 1901-2,1:19.
198 Personal communication, Ralph Jackson, Department of Prehistoric and Romano-British
Antiquities, The British Museum.
199Angelo Francesco La Cava, 'II piu antico museo medico-chirurgico', Castalia, 1945, 1: 109-114.
200TheMuseumoftheInstitutfirGeschichtederMedizin inVienna,forexample,originated in the 1,192
waxanatomical models provided forteaching purposes by theEmperorJoseph II. It laterserved, under the
direction ofNeuburger, to illustrate "the pioneering role ofViennese medicine". Erna Lesky, Das Wiener
Institutfur Geschichte der Medizin im Josephinwn, [n.d.].
201 A. Fabre, Le Val-de-Grace, Paris, EASSAT, 1975, p. 17.
202 On the history ofmedical exhibitions at the Smithsonian Institution, see Sami Hamarneh, History of
the Division ofMedical Sciences in the Musewn ofHistory and Technology, Washington, DC, Smithsonian
Institution, 1964, Paper 43, Bulletin 240, pp. 271-300.
203 Ibid., p. 278.
204 F. H. Garrison, An introduction to thehistory ofmedicine, Philadelphia and London, W. B. Saunders,
1229, p. 783. A. P. Molella, 'At the edge of science: Joseph Henry, "Visionary Theorizers" and the
Smithsonian Institution', Ann. Sci., 1984, 41: 5, 445-461.
205 Bruno Gebhard, 'The changing ideology ofhealth museums and health fairs since 1850', Bull. Hist.
Med., 1959, 33: 160-167.
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Chatham, in 1879.26 The Parkes Museum of Hygiene later moved to premises in
Margaret Street, under the management of the Royal Sanitary Institute, where it
remained until 1909. None of these museums attempted historical exposition of
medicine, and none shared the professed aims of the Wellcome Historical Medical
Museum.
A more fruitful comparison might be made with the various types of "social
museum", as they were sometimes called, which were founded in Europe and North
America in the first two decades of this century.207 In reports of the new museums,
whichdealtwithtransport, religion, sport,childhoodpastimes, andsoon,itispossible
to detect the influence ofanthropology. An exhibition oftoys, for example, had in its
first case a series of toys "illustrating the evolution of the wheel".208 In Britain, the
founding of such museums was advocated with explicit reference to Pitt-Rivers'
sequences of material culture.209 That Sir Arthur Keith should, in 1927, advocate
Pitt-Rivers as the "patron saint" ofmuseum directors was perhaps not surprising.210
These new foundations were indebted to the historical reconstructionism of the
anthropologists, owing their very existence to the demonstration that "culture"
"evolved". "Museum-makingandhistory-writingarethesamething", saidKeith, and
woulddoubtlesshaveagreedwithPitt-Rivers, whoin 1874,haddefinedhistoryas"but
another name for evolution".211
Medicine, as it had been construed in the natural historical account of some
anthropologists, was harder to treat in isolation, than, say, sport or transport,
affording for them as it did a demonstration of the "inner history and strivings of
mankind and the universal problems ofhuman aspirations"'.212 On the one occasion
thattheRoyalAnthropological InstitutemetintheHistoricalMedicalMuseum,itwas
perhapsnotcoincidentalthatitsPresidentthatyearwasJ. E. H. Peake(1867-1946), an
elderly "museum man", trained originally in archaeology, and that the address was
given by Elliot Smith. It was not only anthropologists who were concerned with the
"universal problems ofhuman aspirations", said Peake. "The fact is that everybody
gets interested in anthropology sooner or later; geologist, businessman, statesman,
they allcome round to anthropology sooner or later . . ." 213 Hewascommentinghere
onaphenomenonthathadlargelypassedandthathadbeenevenmoreprevalentinthe
United States, where Spencerian doctrines underlay the Social Darwinism of the
206 The RoyalSanitary Institute, Jubilee andLondon Congress 1926. History ofthe Institute, compiled by
Louis C. Parkes, 1926.
207 Wittlin, op. cit., note 4 above, pp. 172-173.
208'National Museum of Wales: Exhibition of children's toys, games and playthings', Museums J.,
1915-16, 15: 385-388.
209 See, for example, Balfour, op. cit., note 34 above, pp. 16-17.
210 Keith, op. cit., note 101 above. Address given at the re-opening ceremony of the W.H.M.M. 1926,
printed in WHMM Handbook (1927), p. 104. In this address, Keith briefly considered the extent to which
theexample ofPitt-Rivers might have influenced Wellcome. Neither the Pitt-Rivers Museum, Oxford, nor
the Salisbury and South Wiltshire Museum, has any record of correspondence between Pitt-Rivers and
Wellcome (but Pitt-Rivers died in 1900, before Wellcome's major collecting activities had begun).
211 Ibid., p. 103. For Pitt-Rivers' famous conclusion, see Myres (editor), op. cit., note 51 above, p. 24.
212 Elliot Smith, op. cit., note 124 above, p. 2 (Reception).
213 Peake, op. cit., note 124above, p. 7 (Reception). Forbiographical details ofPeake, see hisobituary in
the Museums J. 1946-47, 46: 175.
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industrial tycoons.214Thosewho believed in the possibility ofaprogressive "science of
society" gave substantial financial backing to anthropological research. American
anthropologists "had educated their millionaires", and, liberally endowed by bodies
such as the Rockefeller Foundation and the Carnegie Trust, were the envy of their
English colleagues.215
However, it has been suggested that the adoption ofanthropology as a prescriptive
science by United States reformers and politicians at the turn of the century
contributed to the depressed state of the discipline there during the 1910s and 1920s.
Harris describes a mediocre milieu of amateur theorizers from which only Boas,
trained as a physicist, and animmigrant memberofanethnicminority, stoodapart.216
Returned to his country of origin, Wellcome might have merged perfectly into this
milieu-a successful self-made businessman, aphilanthropist who heldcommonplace
Spencerian views of nature and positivist conceptions of science and found them
perfectly blendedinaprescriptive "science ofhistory". Hisinvolvementwithmuseums
hadparallels with theactivities oftheAmericancapitalists. Someofthese, likeAndrew
Carnegie (1835-1919), endowed museums as part of more general and methodical
philanthropy.217 John Pierpont Morgan (1837-1913), an avid collector of fine art,
provided most of the Metropolitan Museum of Art's original collections.218 The
activities of the motor magnate Henry Ford (1863-1947) bear the most overt
similarities to Wellcome's.219 Ford became obsessed with salvaging a material culture
which, partly due to his own products, was fast vanishing from rural America. He
amassed many thousands of artefacts and reconstructed an entire village and an
enormous museum to house them. This enterprise he controlled with a personal
attention to detail comparable to Wellcome's own. Here, however, the resemblances
cease. Ford's museum was concerned entirely with one aspect ofmaterial culture-
technology-and, though described as covering the period 1650 to recent times,
contained very little material dated earlier than 1830.220 Ford displayed none of the
concern with primitive origins that so occupied Wellcome, and his museum was a
strident hymn to the progress he perceived to have occurred, largely within his own
lifetime and onlywithin his own country, through technology. "We have no Egyptian
mummies here", said Ford, "for everything we have is strictly American." Guns,
steam-engines, and cars jammed the buildings.22'
214 See R. Hofstadter, Social Darwinism in American thought, 1860-1915, Philadelphia, University of
Pennsylvania Press, 1944.
215Haddon, op. cit., note 112 above, p. 21. Haddon went on to refer to anthropology as "our Cinderella
science" (p. 22). See also, Balfour, op. cit., note 38 above, p. 12.
216 Harris, op. cit., note 36above, p. 253. "Lacking a firm foundation in the universities, anthropological
subjects were still an easy prey for imaginative amateurs."
217 Dictionary ofAmerican biography, New York, Scribners, 1958-1964.
218 Ibid.
219 For acritical account ofFord's museum and the recent redisplay ofits Hall ofTechnology, see Larry
Lankton, 'Something old, something new: the re-exhibition of the Henry Ford Museum's Hall of
Technology', Technology andCulture, 1980, 21: 594-613. Seealso, A homeforourheritage: Thebuildingand
growth of Greenfield Village and Henry Ford Museum, 1929-1979, Dearborn Michigan, Henry Ford
Museum Press, 1979.
220Lankton, op. cit., note 219 above, p. 600.
221 A home,for our heritage, op. cit., note 219 above, pp. 11.
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Many museums benefited substantially from the activities of American Social
Darwinists in the late nineteenth century and subsequently from the trusts and
foundations they endowed.222 Some, like Pierpont Morgan, gave in kind, but neither
Ford nor Wellcome had any intention ofbequeathingtheircollections to thestate.223
The museum as tangibleevidence ofevolutionary progress, as ameans ofinterpreting
the connexions, whether they were sequences or survivals, between past and present,
wasunsurpassed. Themoreorlessovertly-statedpoliticalaimsofPitt-Riversinsetting
uphisFarnhammuseumhaverecentlybeenexaminedinthiscontext.224Firmevidence
ofWellcome's political views and affiliations must await the detailed examination of
archival material not directly related to the Museum. Interestingly, however, the
Museum Archives contain a certificate ofhis election to membership oftheAmerican
Genetic Association, in 1920.225
There remains no comparable venture to the Wellcome Museum ofthe History of
Medicine. Relocated, not in the national ethnographical collections, but in the
National Museum of Science and Industry, the re-display of the collections also
attempts a comprehensive coverage ofthe history ofmedicine. The reconstruction of
cultural history, however, is no longer the peculiar province ofanthropologists, who
increasinglyfindthe"cultureconcept"itselfunsatisfactory.226Theyarereassessingthe
place of material culture studies in their discipline, relegated during the decades
1930-70tostudiesoftechnology, "primitiveart", andarchaeology. Amorecentralrole
for material culture in anthroplogy since 1970 has been attributed to recent
structuralist and Marxist studies.227 In museums not specifically devoted to non-
literate cultures, however, the involvement of anthropologists or archaeologists has
greatly decreased since they abandoned their claim to a science ofuniversal history.
Wellcome's collections, never again under the direction of an anthropologist after
222 See,forexample, A recordofthepublicbenefactionsofAndrewCarnegie, NewYork,CarnegieInstitute,
1919.
223 See Questionnaire, op. cit., note 114 above, p. 'B'-"I propose to develop this Museum to be under
independentcontrol for all time". Until very recently, Ford's Museum was still administered by a board of
trustees controlled by Ford family members. See Lankton, op. cit., note 219 above, p. 595.
224 Richard Bradley, 'Archaeology, evolution and the public good: the intellectual development of
GeneralPitt-Rivers', ProceedingsoftheSummer MeetingoftheRoyalArchaeologicalInstituteat Weymouth,
1983. BradleyquotesPitt-Rivers' viewthat"thelawthatnaturemakesnojumpscanbetaughtbythehistory
ofmechanical contrivances in such a way as at least tomake mencautioushowthey listen to scatterbrained
revolutionary suggestions". A.H.L.F.P. Rivers, 'Typological museums as exemplified by the Pitt-Rivers
Museum at Oxford and his provincial museum at Farnham, Dorset', J. Soc. Arts, 1891, 40:' 115-122. See
also, David K. van Keuren, 'Museums and ideology: Augustus Pitt-Rivers, anthropological museums and
socialchangein lateVictorian Britain', Victorian Studies, 1984, 28: 171-189, which dealswith similarissues.
Both these papers are exceptions to the general lack ofinterest in the nature of museum display.
225Certificate ofelection ofHenry S. Wellcome to membership ofthe American Genetic Association, 7
May 1920. WF:E2:misc.
226Voget, op. cit., note 43 above, p. 381.
227 Miller, op. cit., note 159 above, p. 6. This issue was devoted to an examination ofthecurrent role of
material culture studies in anthropology. For a reassesment largely from an American point ofview, see
William N. Fenton, 'The advancement ofmaterial culture studies in modern anthropological research', in
Miles Richardson (editor), Thehuman mirror. Materialandspatialimages ofman, Baton Rouge, Louisiana
State University Press, 1976, pp. 15-36.
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Malcolm'sresignationin 1934,weregreatlyreducedbythosesubsequentlyresponsible
for them. Not sharing Wellcome's preoccupation with origins, they dispersed many
thousands of ethnographic and prehistoric items between 1936 and 1976.228 Not
sharing his biologized definition of medicine as an extension of the instinct for
self-preservation, they dispersed many thousands of objects which seemed more
appropriate to other disciplines than the history ofmedicine. This was in line with a
general trend. Material culture in "non-ethnographic", "historical" museums has
come to be displayed mainly as an adjunct to, or illustrative of, textual history-an
uneasy but largely unprobed relationship. The object sequences of the evolutionist
anthropologists, when tied more rigidly to an actual chronology, served to illustrate
"whiggish" textualhistory, andwereandareusedinthisway, particularlyinmuseums
ofscienceandtechnology. Theylackmeaning, however, in theaccountsofmorerecent
historians. In thenewWellcome Museum ofthe History ofMedicine, material culture
is used to illustrate the account ofmodern, textual, historians. Focusing primarily on
"society" ratherthan"man",andattempting toapplythesamescrutinytopresentand
past alike, the anthropological mode ofenquiry is simply one amongst several others
utilized and hasceased topredominate intheWellcome Museum. Inthe newgalleries,
a section on ethnographic medicine runs neutrally down the centre of an otherwise
chronological arrangement, which takes the literate River Valley civilizations as its
starting-point. There are no progressive typological sequences of objects, different
artefacts fromparticular periods beinggrouped together under subjectheadings, such
as 'Paris Medicine', which reflect both an indebtedness to the constructs ofmodern
textual historians and to the more sociological and even anthropological perspective
which those historians embrace. No historian would, however, consider, as Wellcome
did, thatthestudyof"medicine and itsancillary branchesforms anessentialsectionof
the science ofanthropology", nor that "anthropology takes us from the beginning of
the beginning and covers all".229
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